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VOL. XXIII NO. SO
OWN LAND AND CAN
NOT LEAVE WORE
WARRANTS SERVED
Sheriff Eley Will Arrest All
Alleged Birmingham Night
Riders at Once.
Indicted by Marshall Grand
Jury.
tVIIAT WITNEtiele)i TOLI) JURY
•
aburab Etitning
PADUCAH. KY.. TII URS DAY EVENING, APRIL 2,1908
Governor Willson Resents Report
That He Had Attributed Virtues
• of Any Kind to the Night Riders.
Says They Are Criminals and
Deserve to be Shot Down by
Anyone Who Sees Them-
Writes Letter.
know. each other and different group.;
do not know who are In the other one
and the head of the organization' has
the .P0Wer ,01 -11h. and death over the
members. and it has slaved like wild
fire. •
"There are thousands of members
of this concern, but there is no com-
promise with them. T bewill .
brought to book. The niattee wHi
come out ale.right. nut be neglect or'
toleration, but by mercilessly follow-
ing up, attacking and destroying this
erganisatelm.
AFTER FERTILIZER MEN
Mayfield, Ky... April 2.-lawson
Radford and Will Dulaney, of Kira-
sey, who have, been gelling fertilizer
for that section of the country, ee-
i-eiyed notice the other night to sell
en more fertilizer. They took noties_
ti mean what it said and both these
gintIrMen decided at onee to engage
in, longer in the fertiliser business.
PROTRACTED MEETING
The Rev G T Sullivan Astor ot
the Broadway Met&orlisttchurch, will
begin a protracted ineetihg at his
tchurch on Wednesday evening, Appi
Dr. Sullivan will couduct the.
teervicte .for a week or more.
t er until after Vaster, and will then
i have some one to assist him.
Tbe Meetings at the Kentucky Aye-
-iii' Presbyterian church are increes-
turned fk.'indietinents. 16 of which ;without reartytor env,. tee tsg4tinnz ••• IC tigerest at 2 and 7:30 Weloelt.
st. re for "night. riding " Th4. jury of threw troubles .111 develop presept-
- 44WV1 06104 -14t Yonne': file4IT' *** -Writ-edilivethintr-fs- Arne ;for them
New York, April. 2.-Gov. _Augus-
tus E: Willson, of Kentucky. In a let-
ter written to a friend in this city and
made public, expresses soine remark-
able and rigorous views regarding the
outrages committed by traght riders
I,' the tobacco districts of Kentucky.
The letter was iiielten with especial
Benton, April 2. -ISPerial- -- reference to a recent interview pur-
Eleven incitetments against promi- veiling to give the governor's elev.*
hell( farmers of Marshall county for no the mime subj,,,t. The letGr fu.-
the alleged 'part they took in the km,E41/
Flinulnghatn raid were returned lasts "I did not my that any main mixt.e1
yesterday afternoon and Circuit Judge , up In the night rider tobacco bueinegs
Niel.sig Reed discharged_ the grant' ,• was, a christian pr honest or a geed
Jerrie. .ad had words of milse for citizen, nor did I ever tire the expres-
their fearless' work. the work of the 'Alueghtv stntrbortt• They ar-
jury and Commonwealth's AttoineY cowards and criminals and felons, and
John 0 Lovett has reme in for muel. sheuld be killed when making attack,
favoreble comment among the ('itt- :and ationld be in the penitentiary
zees of Benton. I when 40W:tett after attacks. I did
Today the bench warrants for the not in_ any waj, condone or,epologize
fermiers were given to Sheriff, Peterio • smooth over thr.r infamous coll-
ie ey. and early tomoreow morsime ,duct. I have not dune it In Keutuck...
With his deputies. he will serve the ,ebere they are, and 1 certainly did not
warrants. Although the names of do It in New York, where I was a
Inthese dicted are not given out, It Is thousand miler. away Irons them. I did
enderstood that tee men are land lee )there is anything to be said for
• ners_ and. min 1101_efford to leave thent,i, s ITALY st attempt le groati4
Pefore the warrants are served. anise and theme:sable.
The grand jurY,, which was called -There is nothing that can be said
for the purpose of Investigating the !for"-tbene but am hemeitilithat the
raide wits In session II days. and re- uork which has beta' oarrlei (flit
COUNTY TAX RATE .
WILL BE 66 CENTS
INSTEAD OF .75
County Judge Lijhtfoot Will
Recommead Reduction- to
Fiscal Court.
Assessment Goen Up and Levy
Goes Down Gradually.
itraTEK_VENT OF FINANCES
County Judge Lightfoot will recom-
mend to the decal court at its regular
meeting Tuesday*that the tax rate for
county purposes be fixed at fre- cents
or a reduction of 9 cents from the
tag rate last year. The recommenda-
tion is made after a careful inveraiga-
llon Of the needs of the-varlous- lie -
pertments of the county for the year
and although the assessed valuation
was increased about hail ai million
dollars by the county sapervisors,
which assessment has been finally ac-
cepted by the state board, there is not
a taxpayer in the county owning the
swine property that will not pay lea.
county iind state taces than for many
years.
„- An investigation of the records of
the county .shows that Its financial
affairs are in 'fine straPe,  Tn-
debtetinecs outside of the bonded debt
has bX•ff paid, gravel roads that com-
pare favorably with any In the.state
have been built to every section or
the county while the hrellges are aTT
of steel or concrete. not a wooden
Stant herrn= -the -ertunt
when empeneled many of the elttams land that run* of diern will be don METROPOLIS NOTthought the men isere tee young to :for. Nor red 1 indulge (In the °beery-
make a thorough (nvestigatIon.ftut :•tIon about fends in the wIld :noun -
with the 'ever. queue:ming of Corn- itara country. Nor did I say nigh. TO BE STIRRED DPnionwealth's•Attorney John G. Lovett !riders are edieCated ordlnary Ameri-1
the evidente was in abendant thee, cans, nor did I induige%in anY such
good grenade for the indictments ,talksebout its being purely a busin4o.-
were secured, an•1 when the trials ti•0011111e. like one of ”/tlf- elite POMO!, i
CUM, at the criminal trem next Tune. in N. w York
it la said that there wilt be little"diffi- Would Pat All iss Pea.
callty in seeurieg convictions. The -01 cannot think of any More
men WI,. were Oa the Jury were:
T. 3. Minter. foreman: Ed Walker.
J. D. Stilt, Thomas flal. J. II. Du-
prleet. A. N. Vessar. -(harles Johnson,
Thomas Holload. A. A. Neiman. J. F.
Brandon, W. S. Griffith and John 1).
Critissee,
' Negroes, who were whipped by the
"night riders" In tbe raid On flirininS
ham. prere„,before the grand jury this
ei7e k and although it has been three
wicks ence the whipping. the hands
mid bodies of Gel darkies are coiered
web years and emends from the
whips. The men used large goads.
and asebrdine t.• 1444in:tiny. the Theft
teok the negrote• by turn* and told
latuff then this- you have ovoted. aria'
'I cannot conceive of a man, topeak!ng f
Pa dir.et1,. ae positively and as *an-
omaly as I have done, being presented
'to a great host of resters, I.ke those
lof yeti, paper, in auchiati abgurd and
'stupid attitude. It le utterly Inez-
icusabk to be Do reported.
"i do not believe in m0,1%4.1.111% auk,
'smoothing over'. penitentiary crimes
:that destroy liberty. I believe in kill-
• Mg the criminals while in attacks, and ,
I peeing everyone not killed in the pen,
'pent:ary.
• "The organization is most 'dinger-i
•
one:- It T•• a secret, oath-hound orgar-,,
ire.tion. where folly a *mall group
them to wait for further orders.
iftleoks Haines, 7,0 rests old, one of
the refugees from Birmingham Iva. PADUCAH AND• before the grand jury yesterday after.
noon. The old 'man was at Paducah
when be was subpoenaed. Having !
niltraonee, he walked the eptire dis-
tance. The Jurymen and officers
made up money and paid hia return
fare.
INwsenase Nee Afraid.
T J. !enter, foreman orrhe jury
returned to his home at Elva last
night for the first time sinee his home
was visited He does pot think the
men were "night riders." but sayA
possibly it was a crowd of young
men who were out serenading, and
Is-tame too lively and fired off their
pistols. All of the mese on the jury
express no fear of harm, and it is re-
ported In Benton that the people of
Birmingham are excited over the re-
turn of indictments.
The indictments were returned
tinder a statute of the state. which
makes kitties untie-fut. and the bond
for the appearance of the men next
June was fixed at $2,000. Berrton •
()OM after the investilletion• although
pierantiens have been taken against
any dernonatration that might be
made to intimidate the jury. Promi-
nent eitisena have been on guard with
Vials rifles on all of the roads leading
to the Wale Tuteetity night it was
rumored that the "night riders" were





I filontown, K. April ,2 -
!al t -The tenant hulas,* of All
,e,ors. n piahninent l'ainiet near ile,ns
*haw, were visited by night riders.
They forced 25 negroe tenants to
leave, shot up the houses and set aro
to one, destroying it. There Is a
!edge of terror hers.
After three years iif constant work
lt,i, intended to begin the construe
lion of the interurban rai:roari be-
tween East Cairo and Paducah by the
Kentileky and Oh,o River Interurbas
Raliroal company by May 1. aratord-
ing to the anirouneed plans of the pro-
moters. The request for a right-of-
way and franchise in the city front
the city limits on North Eighth
st rect. to Clio street and ex-
tending to Trihd street and thence
to Jefferson street. Tato route has
been submitted to Mayor Smith, swim
will refer -it to the general council.
City SolicitorCatnpbell has the pa
pers now. The officers of the com-
pany say they Mute secured Bassos'
banking and, they desired that the
rightrof-way be Kroner(' at the next
meeting of the conned.
Mr. .1. .1 FrOndlirh. general 
maw'alter, was In :Oro yersterdai and haa
piletlfed what space free if charge
for the cons.sny, The railroad Ii de-
signed to "give Kant Cairo and follow
the rivers closely until Holloway is.
reached . ditch ielr is opposite Mound
Cite. '*14' line then rugs 
to Ballard
Iminty 4and will open up a relit din-
w Atet farming land. . Osc Rar, an-
dens nd Ingleside are on the node,
and misses Woodville about a mile,
GralistnsIlle M on the road lind the
1111001s Central railroad Is crowed
near Maxon Mills. The line reaches
terns and does sot come within Gre-
ene milts of the Illinois Central -until
Paducah le resehed ...
.1 M. Barrie, general Manlier of a
large contracting firm at Minneapolis,
has secured Use contra', for the coo-
BY LIQUOR FIGHT
• MetroPolTi. -lit, April 2--- (SPe-
.al.)--Although the city clerk has
gone ahead and advertised a local op-
tion election in Metropods this spring.
the anti-aglOon element, which voted-
the,preelact dry last fall, declare he
is going contrary to the Instructions
of the attorney general. and if the
question goes on the ticket, they will
simpty ignore It. They say ale elec-
tion they held is binding for eighteen
months. The city council is of pro-
hibition sentiment, and will not issue
any licenses. So Metropolir will not
see the stirring scenes of the recem.,
election. •
READY FOR CONSTRUCTION TO BEGIN, .
When asked for. a statement regard
ing the bonded Indebtedness and sink-
ing fund today Judge F.Ightfoot paid:
"Should the valuation of property be
not increased a cent for the next five
years a levy of is cents on the $140
,for the sinking fund account ,will be
laufficient to raise a fund- of $200,000,
or enough to more thee ply every
cent of the principal and interest 00
the bonded Indebtedness and leave
the county entirafrfree film dent of
,any kind. In 1902 the sinking fund
Levy was in cents."
Gradual Reduction.
At the beginning of the term of
Judge Lightfoot in 19(12 the tax rate
was fixed. at 92 rents for county pnr-
'poses. The county a-as in debt $50,-
000 on the account of building dirt
roads. Each year the valuation of
property has been slightly increased
and the tax rate reduced, ad if the
Acommendation of the judge is adopt-
ed this year the tax rate will be ,66
cents. or a' reduction of 26 rests in
six Seam
In addition to the sinking fund
levy and paying running expenses la/
the county. the 66 cent levy is expect-
ed lo be stfflicient to provide for the
repairing of the gravel roads and
placing them in good shape. People
who were loudest In their coudemna-•
Promoters Say The








neer. Will be in the city in a few days
to look over the land. For the con
structlon the territory is almost ideal,
From Woodville to Cold Springs there
is not a single cut required in making
the grade. The terms of the contract
require 'that the work millet be corn-_
pleted Is 15 months from the first thry
of work.
Tire' interurban will reach Cairo by
a ferry._ Cars Wil: leave each place
every hour until 11 o'clock at sight.
Cars will go an far as Grahamville
front Paducah evert' half hour. Early
in the morning a special market ear
.will be brought to the city to carry
the produce, of the marketers: A
remitter freight business will be con-
ducted and an electric ear with the
power of the steam locrimotives will
be used to haul tihe cars. The yards
of the road will be below Campbell
,
street, dui wellms this freight station.
Five ears will he on the road during
- 
k
.." The right-of-way, with a few ei-
ceptiOns, has been gemmed for some
time. Work la in progress sew, and
the way complete 7111 he reedy when
time for coostructhee. All the
!blanches of the road was finished last
NoveInher, and all but $40.000 worth
l
ot -tollndlelliee been sold. The holders
of the blade pay one-fretrth when eve
Mlles are complete ono-half when
ten re I tetra re completed, three, fourth,
when VI miles are completed, and the
dotrhiveeer-lourth when the last spike Is
It was the original intention of the
owners to build • steam road, but two
years ago the work of an interurban
Ilion of the supervisors for raising the.
valuation, are now beginning to see
that it works a saving
,turs es an iterease of 13 per cent in
'valuation means a decrease of 16 per
4.4.nt In the total amount of taxes
paid.
I In speaking of' the fine gravel roads
In the county. Judgn__Lightfoot said
today that they were largely built
Ion the c0-operative plan, the farmer.along each road paying one-half the
expense and the county the other
half. Farmers who worked the roads
and furnished teams were paid $1.50
per day for ten days each from ths
county road fund. The plan proved
popular and resu:ted In the coma"'
getting over 100 miles of splendid
gravel roads and all paid for.
The Mate rate will remain at 50
cents dn the $100 worth of taxable
property, or the same aa last year,
no revenue bill having 'been passed
by the last legislature
SILVERSTEIN DYING
New York, April -Selig Sliver-
etre,. the bomb thrower. Is net ex
pected to live through the day. The
pollee are searching for his alleged
fellow cOnylrators.
THOUGH TARGET PRACTICE
San Prane.s4 ,,, spril 2.--- A wire I.-'.'
telegram says th- battleship squad-
ron has practically eompleted target
irsctice and will sail for. San !Mega
Saturday morning.
San Frandsen, April 2.-A later
wireless says the fluct saes north to_
was taken op. I. II. Whiteside!, of day.
New York, la president; C. F. Crump'
of Columbus. 0,, secretary, and J. J.
Vre1111411ch, general manatee
Mr. 164 eir07.7.""771Pilleets ler of the
Grain Market.
Globe Rail and Trust company. hea fit. Louis. Son] I -Wheat, ss
palliated a 204101111114011it tilL epee. 0 ess, esi 5 4,
" •-•
TEN CENTS PER WEEK
Southern Railway and Its Allies
Agree Not to Make Cut in Wages
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AecOrdIng to It we/I authenticated
report, troops have been asked for
by authorities at Murray, and last
night citizens were on guard, fearing
an attack by night riders. The alarm
came when a farmer of Calloway
county, who had been whipped by
night riders early Wednesday morn-
ing, arrived at Murray and announced
that they had commanded him to
carry the report to Murray that the
night rideri "%ere . going to get
them." County ufilctals declined to
affirm or deny the report of troops
being sent.
illtY.Aleft -NAME ON --titnierr
-nr-.-A-L.-twxtut-umtnCRATS.
Mobi ; -II.--Desetocieete
propose to put Bryan's name as prese
&tidal candidate on the state ticket
to be voted In primaries- May 18
rhe Zy4ro signatures necessary for such'
action have been seCured. With Bity-
an nominated by the voters at large
it would insure the state to him des-
pite what opposition might develop in
a convention to ge.me delegates to the
Denver eouvention.
RAIN DAMPENS ARDOR OSP
LAW AND ORDER LEAGUE.
Grahamville, Ky.,- April 2. (Spe-
cial)-Rain Interfered with the organ
ilation of the Law and Order League
here last' night. A few of the citizens
met and decided to wait until Sundae
night before taking up the steps of
organization.
New Sterilizer Company.
Dr. Z. G. Stamper, dentist, with
Frank A. Lucas as attorney, will com-
plete the organizing of a company
this week for the purpose of manu-
facturing a "sterilizer" patented by
Dr. Stamper. The new company wilt
,be incorporated for about $20;000
and is composed of a half dozen of
Paducah's best citizens. The "steri-
neer" is used tee kill all perms that
accumulate on the instruments used
ty dentists. The company when in-
corporated will have its factory In
this city. At present the sterilizers
are being made in St. Louis.
Lid Put on Vegetables.
Slap went the (-ovum on the hoe
houses last night, the tenders vege-
tables that were exposed were cover-
ed by the marketers. a The cold snap
d196 not kill any of the fruit last
night, as the freezing point was miss-
ed by several degrees, hut all of the
fruit -and vegetables will ,roceive a
.,stbaele Yesterday was a typical
April day, and when the wind swerved
to the north the farmers prepared to
meet the worst. Tonight the weather
man promises colder weather.
011ie James la Herd Look.
'Washington, D. C.. Aserll 2.-Con-
gresaman Oille James' bard luck AM
pummel him. While en route to
Naehington. he Is held up indeffsite-
ly by a landslide. near Hinton. W. Va.
Telegrams from hint to his ccilleatsies
tell of his sad plied.
WEATHER.
FREEZING
Fair tonight and Felisley. (slider
tewieht wish from and probably frees.
tug utrv II ate,4 ',tepees-
iture yesterday, 75; lowest today, 30.
Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion Investigation Bears
Fruit-Dalzell's Bill Will be
Favorably Reported.
Washington, April 2.--The South.
'em Railway and allied roads agreed
not to reduce their employee' wages,
fellowine the Investigation made by
Chairman Knapp, of the interstate
commeree commission, and Commis-
Siener of labor Neill, who formed a
mediation board. If the conditions
do not improve by July 1, negotiations
will be resumed:
The Rill.
.Waishington, April 2.--It is under-
stood that the Dalzell bill making it
misdemeanor to circulate false re-
ports about the condition of national
banks gill be .reported favorably by
the house committee.
SOLDIERS AT EDDYVILLE
Eddyville. April 2. (Special.)-
This morning at 2 o'clock 2:1 soldiers
'arrived from Louisville and are quar-
tered at the Lyon couny court house.
;No disorder has oecurred near Eddy-
-erne recently; but .the soldiers were





Criminal and Civil Terms of
Circuit Court and Federal
Court Nearing.
Fiscal Court Will Have Impor-
taAtt Meeting,
MANY INTERESTING .sCASES
Beginning with the opening of eir-
gbh. Court Monday things will be live-
ly around 'she different county and
federal courts in McCracken county.
ate court officials and the attorneys
will have a rush of work for almost
two months.
- _The criminal term of clroott..olenti.
which begins Monday. will be one of
the mem Important for several years
with four nvurder trials.
The fiscal court meets Tuesday in
the most lmstestant session of the
year. The budget for county expense.
-will be made up arid the county tax
rate fixed. Tire court usually trans-
acts all the business before it in One
day, but this session probably will re- _
mere more time. In addition to other
business; the county physician, sani-
tarium keeper are to be elected and it
Is probable that the present officials
will be retained.
Following the closing of illtp
Seal teem of circuit court, a civil terns
tiTIF he- opened lasting four weeks. 
FOR BRYA14 THIS TIME je*rni
in April
St. Louis, April 2. ISpecial.)---
The Populists' naticinal convention be-
gan here today. Thomas E. Watson,
of Georgia, and Samuel W. Williams.
of Indiana, are So be the nomi-
nees for president and vice- president,
the Nebraska delegation alone favor-
ing Bryan. General Jacob S. Coxey
is temporary chairmae.
Coxey said 'Roosevelt's messages
reed like the preamble to the Popu-
list platform, and Roosevelt's princi-
ples were those of Bryan. He urged




Massville, Ky., April 2.-(Special)
-D. Boone and his wife and two
children wese drowned when the fietod
washed down their house on Lawrence
creek.
CUT TENDON TO FREE
MAN FROM THE WRECK
Si, Louis, April 2.-J. A. McKit-
trick, of Brookfield, Mo., a stockman,
was injured when a Burlington train
crashed into the caboose In witch he
was riding at Spanish lake, near
here, today. His leg was crushed.
He took out a knife and ordered the
Rev. R. C Alien, of Grove City, Pa..
to sever a tendon which held him
down. It was done. ars. Emma
Renner, a passenger on the train
which crashed Into the caboose, step-
ped the flow of blood with her refl.
McKittrick was taken to a hospital.
Three other passengers were wounded
in the collision.
DIRIGIBLE BALLOONS
J. W. Crawford will arrive in the
city this afternoon to confer with the
merchaote of the city about bringing
dtriprible !tensions; to the city. Captain
Mettery Is the operator of several
raeln ballosne and as the attraction
will be in Calm Mr. Crawford, the
manager, desires to bring them hero.
Mr. Crawford wants the attrae tem




Muskogee, Okla .April 2 Had,-
hers blew the sat', .n the hank at
Mounds, Okla . early today. aueured
16.0104 and escaped before the dit-




The United States circuit ,court will
begin ewe] 20 and there are a num-
ber of important eases to come up,
including the litigation with wheel
rite city is engaged with the Fast Ten-
nessee t e leph one company . The
Hawley-Meadows damage suit which
was tried at ti last term, and re-
cubed in a htinglury, has been Sat-
promised and will be dimnieeed froth
the docket. The Princeton night rid-
ing sults may be tried, as all the par-
TTee stied will be before the court. The
federal grand jury mai be called up-
on to investigate night rider out-
rape, as there are a number of
threatening iciters in the bands of the
nilleces which have been fent through
tie mails.
COPYING THE ASSESSOR'S
BOOKS IN CLERK'S OFFICE.
Walter Senecrey and, James Wil-
cox. deputies in the county clerk's
ofilce, are now busy milking out a
copy of the assessor's Imola to be
furnished the sheriff. from Which be
will make out the county tax bills.
'The books will he ready by the time
the fiscal court fixes the rate and the
sheriff will have until the first of
June to make out the bills. At that
time he will begin collecting the tax •
and will have from June until No-
vember to do the work.
JAMES P. SMITH HAUER
WILL RE CHRISTENED.
As soon as J. Andy Dauer retest..
from .Los Angeles, the Infant son of
Mr. and Mrs George - Bauer, 621
North Setcnth street, will be chrigt-
Peed James Peterson Smith Bauer.
The christening will be held at tae
Trimble Street Methodist eiturefe and
Mayor Smith win hold his namesake
during the service. Mr. and Stre
Bauer are ardent admirers of the
mayor, and decided there could not be
any better name than that of the ex-
ecutive.
I. C. RELIEVED
Prankfort. Ky., April it. (Specials)
--The railroad commission has order-
el the relief of the Illinois Central
from the long and short haul clause
on traffic between lister/eine and
Owensboro, Henderson, Peddeah and
Firdstille, on account of the river
co nme io a .
BENTON ••TATER DAY"
COMES NEXT MONDAY
Benton, April 2. - (Special.)
Next Mender Is "Tater" day, the big
gest of the 366 days for Renton.
Farmers from all over Marshall coun-
ty, northern part of Calloway, east of
Graves and smith of McCracken, will
be In attendance, and this year the
biggeseday Benton ever had is entitle
pated- On the first Mende) t'n April,
ithe farmers meet In Renege buy their
!peed potatoes, swap homes. purchase
'emplemeets and start the spring work'.
The einem extends back for Tenn
and always is a mimeos. Thla,raer It
Is expected theft will be It tenet ten
load' of seed gestated', ie. and







IN THE HIGHEST MARKET
The first essential of business success is to
market yodr product where it brings the highest
Price.
If your services are the product which you-are
trying to market to the best advantage, you will
want to reach the man of affairs, the substantial
business man.
You might take a month or so and call on most
of the prominent business men of Paducah, but a
much quicker and more satisfactory way to place
your abilities before them is through the Want
Columns of THE SUN.
A newspaper, like water, soon finds its own
level. THE SUN is edited. its policy is aimed, for
the approval of the best eltment of the city. That's
why it is, and a:was has been; true that
In Paducah More People Rcad The'
Sun Than Any-Other Paper
Remember this true old saying: If you are
willing to work for $10 a week, there are plenty of
people willing to let you. If you want to better
your condition, try a three time ad in THE SUN.
It will only cost you a few cents and may mean the
turning point in your career. Business men are on
the lookout for bright young men and women— •
always.
A NIGHT RIDER STORY.
How the "Old Man" Spoiled the Plans
of Two Youthful Plotters.
Glasgow, Ky., April 1.—Most every
great question, no matter .how grave
or important, has its humorous side,
and the night rider...situation Is no
exception. The following stOry, re-
lated by a_LaRue county farmer, may
SWUM for many ?Lila warnings
seat Wiser; all over the State. Tbe
farmer, who resides near Hodgenville.
Is the father of two boys. aged 11 and
13 jeset. upon whom he was relying
to cultivate a 1905,, crop of tobacco.
The boys did not ester into this part
of the program_With the beet of spir-
its, and planned to scare the old man.
Accordingly, one day they cut a lot
of limber switches, and that night tied
them Into two bunches and laid them
at the door of the home. On the door
they tacked this sign:
"Old mac. if 3ou rater any tobacco
thls year there will be p-11
hero. NIGHT RIDERS."
F'rose a window In the kilehen the
. father watched the opetattens Of the
boys and elhan they retired and were
fast asleep dreaming of the happy
days thee would spend with the rod
and line on the cheek bank instead of
tuoreellag with the worms in a tobacco
pateh. be stointinto their room. In
the Dottiest., leg of each he 4eposit4
a bench of twitches and on &e seats




Ithe b-1; raising will begin.
''OLD MAN."
The appointment was kept, and it
catged the mother to devote half a
day to patch op the seats of two pairs
of trousers, while nature is still at
work patching up the two boys. 'The
man who tells this story asenthat to-
bed is the pride of the neigh-
borhood, and If It doesn't produce the
banner crop It will not be,the fault of
the two youthful night riders.
Ilse Cando's& Reporter.
"Young man," said the editor to
the news reporter. "yenelack caution.
TYbu must fears never to stati a thing
as a fact until it has been prasd a
feet. You are apt to eat us into libel
suits. Do not say, 'The cashier stols
the funds:' say, 'The cashier who is
'fleeted to have sto en the funds.'
That's all Oh. get something about
that First Ward social tonieffit."
The next day. half-way down 'the
colunin. the editor saw the foh
lowing cautious paragraph:
"It is rumored that a card party
was given last night to a number of
repute% ladies of the First Ward,- Mrs.
Smith, itnaelp sass, was the hostess,
and the festivities are reported to base
continued until 11:30 in the evening.
The alleged hotites is aselleved to be
the wife of John SUMO, the sibendled
'high-priced grocer.' "---entesse
To dodge tillieultles Is to lose the
power decision.
: me at the it Is no tetn1lrito jia
• -3"-litatTt71.00"
THE PA nrCATI FVF/Itlign seN
Mrs. Alfred Vanderbilt Files
Suit Against Hudband.
Legal Neparation tor leivorese—De-
seloppesents Awaited With
Interest.
HUSBAND SAILS FOB /WHOPS
New York. April 2.e-An hour after
he had sailed for EuroPe Alfred
Ow-tune Vanderbilt was made defend-
ant in a suit filed wieh the supreme
court by his wife Ellen French •Van-
derbtlt:
The nature of the action is not ins
mediately disclosed aud the counsel
for the plaintiff refused to say
whether Mrs. Vanderbilt seeks a dl
voree .or legal separation from her
husband.
David McClure,.lacal attorney, was
appointed referee to hear the testi-
mony and report the findings ant
recommendation; to the court.
Mrs. Vandertilit was Ellen French.
daughter of the late Francis Ormond
Preitch, president of the Manhattan
Trust company, and director of Many
railroads.
Ellen French was married to Alfred
Vanderbilt in January, 1901. A year
later their only child. William Henry,
was bore.
‘'anclerbilt. who was the second
son of the late Cornelius Vanderbilt.
Inherited something like 860.000,000.
He has been regarded as the head
of, the family since the estraegement
which fo':6wed the marriage of Cor-
liellUe, the eldest son, to Miss Grace
Wilson. , '
When the action of Mrs. Vanderbilt
woe made mettle through the 'press
considerable astonishment and sur-
prise was forthcoming. New York
society is agog at the developments
and 1vhue, eesed -with Aire idea-that'
more delicatine 41 developments mas
be expected. If te Is it divorce that._f
Vande-rbITUTilteelihri'wh-ittli" fir-
foklow undouljtedly be sensa-
tional. If a lee: separation Is what
the plaintiffidesfres New York smite)








sold in marl') all the countnes of
the world. Nothing equal. it to
build up the weak and wasted
bodit5 of young and old.
AU Dflteleett., 54.5e $ coo.
and the public generally will be all
eyes and ears until the particulars are
brought to light. In either case the




p Ii. rk, April - it wall learned
from an offitial ivho saw the papers
in the ease that Mrs. N'anderhilt will
ask for 1111 absolute divorce.
Knew He was Oafs.
The Young ellar-May I take this op-
pormnitp of asking for your dangle
ter's hand 5—Once a Week. •
. - •
roarrroor...•••••••••
GEORIC G W. JoELV's Afs.
Ditliattei TO THE VirrFats OF
THIN 1.11•X'OND DISTRICT.
'p
This woman gar that nick
women should not fail to try
Lydia E. Pinktiam's Vegetable
Compound a* she did.
Mrs. A. Gregory, a2355 Lawrence
14., Denver, CoL, writes to Ars.
Pinkham:
" I was practically an invalid for six
1 on account of female troubles. ":14nderwent an operation by the
doctor's advice, but in a few months I
was worse than before.. A friend a4-
wised Lydia N. Pinkham's Vegetable
Oompoued and it restored me to perfect
health, such as I have not enjoyed in
many years. Any woman suffering as
I did with backache, bearing-down
pains, and periodic palas.should not fail
to use Lydia E. Pinkharn's Vegetable
Compousid."
FACTS FOR SICK WOMEN.
For thirty years Lydut Pink-
ham's Vegetable Compound, made
from roots and herbs, has been the
standard remedy for female ills,
and has pottitifely cured thousands of
women who have been troubled with
displaceirents, inflammation, uhrraa
ton, fibroid tumors, irregularities,
periodic pains, backache, that bear-
ing-down feeling, flatulency, ind i ges-
t ion, d rzif*se or nervou.4 prostration.
INIly don't you try it?
Mrs. l'Inkhnin Invites all !Vick
women to write her for advice.
She has guided thousands to
health. Address, Lynn, Mass.
our Stomac
I nae4 Calwarets sale fe•, •• • ne.5 rear, ha..
peon a caterer f Allpepeta d an,,, ate=to lb. leek t•I •5 7•Sre. I have area tattle,
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ANNUAL SALE, TEN MILLION BOXES
MEI BRNO'S.
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Mr: George W.-. Jolly, a candidate
taLeelegatnte_tne Republican Nettie-e eta gots,- iltersdrEfeff-
thoe following -circular letter to the
tvoiceti Of the Second Cougreslocal .Dis-ri
Owensboro. Ky-March 17, 190s.
Dear Sir—We are to selecte presi-
dent this year:andllie question whir-1i
ttte Republicans are to decide is
whether the efforts being made bj
the present adaainlistration to regulate
'rates for traesportation of costumers,
by cenumon carriers, to prevent re-
bating and to prevent unlawful com-
binations in restraint of trade, and to
suppress• monopolies, shall be aban-
doned or continued. The Sherman
Anti Trust law passed in Ih9u, the
Elkins law and the Hepburn lew, are
good laws, and the great majority of
the people of this country favor their
vigorous enforcement. If the Re-
publicip party shall fail of its dut3
in this respect, the people will turn
to-some other party for relief.
Theseelews were formulated and
enacted by Republican statesmen.
Ana the Republican party is the one
part) that can be trusterto efficiently
enforce them. The Democratic party
establish independet manufactories,
is now, as always, so vitiated with
State soyere:gate and the States
rights heresies, that it can never be
depended upon to .vigorously enforce
any internal Federal policy.
The only hope of relief lies In the
continuence of the Republican party
in power. And if the Republican
falters, there may b: greater evils
in store for us than we have seen in
forty years.
The formation off the Tobacco Trust
had for us otleet eke suppression of
competion in the purchase of raw
product. And it had that effect. Bu'.
the prices of the manufactured article
was not cheapened to the consumer.
Th. violent conduct of the producer
to re-establish 'competition in the pur-
chase of the raw product, and to re-
has brought some pieta of the country
to the verge of chit war. The Coal
Oil Triad. the Sugar Trust. the Meat
Trust and all other trusts are equally
epressive. and even more so, since
they affect the prices of the necessar-
ies of life. /.
Doubtless tbepromise of the Re-
publicans four years ago to steadily
'enforce the laws against trusts and
monopolies, and to regulate rates of
transportation., vas the main cause
the large poplar majority then
given to the Repugfican ticket.
If there is any retroseade move-
ment 'by the party-this year.it will
stirel result in less of confidence and
consequunt defeat tat (be polls.
The Republican party is enlisted In
this war for commercial and indite
trial freedom. And we Milt Itnelir
nate .a candidate for the Presidency
whose hart is In the work; whose
experience and ability constliete a
guaranty that the, War will not lie
abandoned, but parried on, after the
retirement of Mr. Roosevelt. to a sue
e,ssrui turenination.
Judge Taft. has been now and for
wine years. iulliersally recognised as
Iii. President's ablest lieutenant. in
the enforeemeneof the policies of the
ainiinfstrtioa. His sineAtty and clos-
teem to theta poljetea has never
been &Stabled. The President trusts
him absolutely and strongly favors his
nomination. His position sad know-
1Plge _91...1120EL_TALti.A.ch Itatet ad
wiaLtus r
loom a torrrat Judgment. What mo-
tive, other than that Inspired by the
highest patriotism, can he pave for
favoring Judge Taft's election? lie
must boon eetue to private life, where
he can no longer exercise a control-
ling indffuence in public affairs.
Doubtless 1.11. hole motive is. belaying
l a centionsation of these policies at yin
'al importsonce to the welfare of the
l eountr), to wee selected as his succea-
'sor, out who will continue them until
'the country shall ros1 In the confident
belief that the rights of all the people
to free competition is every branch
of trade and coalmen*, and just rate,
for transportation, ere (ertain]) and
irrevocably secured.
The opponentssof these policies are
numerous and active in both of the
great political partles. Those who
have formed- trusts and coMbinations
in restraint of coMmerces• and those
who have monopolised trade in vari-
ous 1(nes. those who are engaged in
over-apitalizIng the ~King's WO-
wjth 'the purpose of defeating
all efforts, for the reeplAtion of rates,
and their eiders and alsettors.*are at.'
thirty engaged In efforts to control
prmaties sad conventions.
It is tot( .43u to consider whether it
is wise or irudent, to abandon these
policies, and whether it is wise o
prudent td select for the Presidency
a' man whose position is uuknown or
doubtful. In the battle %Mob the
President has been waging during the
past six sears, in behalf of
cies, what, has been the sweitkin of
the opponents? Has any of them
(emote Mr. Knox.. while _Attorney
General), ever lent film a helping
hand?
No' man in Ateeecit is better
equipped tor _Cho ter.eat plate than. Is
Judge Taft. - Courageous and patri-
otic. a 'peat lawyer, of wideseaperi-
hece as an executive officer, and
splendidly successful in all the.great
affairs confieed to his tare_
At a recent meeting of the support-
er- of Juage Taft. In this district. at
Henderson. s resqpit•ott was passed
nominating me one of the delegates
to the gationat convention.
I favor Judge Taft's nomination
and expect. tf errs-fed a delegate,
vote for hint as long as he is a stande
date. -
I would thank you for any support
you May weaved to give Judge
Taft's- cause to your. roma! muesli.
thm. Very _truly yours.
-- , its mos tuir
The Itelnet.
To "market." to "market,-
A fortune to win.
Home bgatn, home .again.
Shorn to the skin...
—Puck.
Old Gentleman—Have you been to
Floretiee, my dear? Young Lady-1
don't know. In traveling It hi my
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ON THE BOARD WALK
Rubber Stamps and Sup-
plies, Numbering Ma-
chines, Band Deters, etc.
cerri'4 Lit)
404' t- o s
s
h,
115 "bid D. Pious 3118
POR SAILE
(twice Michigan Brahma and Lan
alien, also mired eggs for setting.
New Phone 769
SUNNY SIDE POULTRY FARM
SIR loagataN 111 Ideal elm
Dr. Stamper
DENTIST
Fratertity Boillisg Roos 205
He Knows
Corault your dodor freely about medi-
cal matters: He kno'un. Trust him.
Do as he says. Follow his advice.
AyeASarsaparilla
NON-ALCOHOLIC
Talk with your doctor about Ayer's non-alcoholic
Sarsaparilla. Ask him if he prescribes it for pa*.
delicate children. Ask him if he recommends:it
when the blood is thin and impure, and when the
nerves are weak and unsteady. A§k him, if it aids
nature in building up the general health.
Free from Alcohol
C. Alih.it Slamite. neng lherms,, Lowell, Mass.
 WNW
SHOW CASES and COUNTERS
At a Great Sacrifice
We are refitting oar store with now faraiture, sod
2 ten foot Caws, oast II:45 each; st..—$15 each
6 eight foot Cases, cost *20 each, at . $12 each
4 four foot Cases, cost Slo catch, at— $8 esiii
Fine golden oak counters at. —$1.00 a foot
To match the four and right foot eases
W'e are ..ffe rtng other vostintens she! ving, a tat kiu, mach ne, a misuse
picture a stale And Mts of other stuff at a great tdrstain.
- C A 8 N— -
D _E... WILSON
Now at 313 Piroadvirai
'CRYSTAL THEATRE
VINO 
Week Beginning March 30, 1908
Powers 4co., England's Premier Ventriloquists
Sid Baker Co., Introducing One of the
Smallest Acrobats in the World
Tony Martin, Daring Cycling Act
The Leigh, Musical Artists
Illustrated Songs. Moving Pictures.
CLIP 'VOL 1-2 HORSESI
They look Letter, feel better and stook better. Clipped tourers are easic.
to groom and you are not annoyed by horse hairs when driving. -IV
have ati elettftt machine and an expert operator and will give you a,
good work as (...on he-tione, at the regular pike.
THE TULLY LIVERY CO.
oonorporotod.








ch.tc., Cut Mises, per dozen
Carnations, per dozen -de •••••--
Cyclamens and 1Prfieroses in bloom, pot plonte.
Funeral work and riecorstkins a specialty. We have the tartest line
of Pot Plants in the city. Write for our lisH catalogue. Free 4,-
- livery in any part of the city. 1







City lisped ry State Depository
- . $100,000
Myrtle 1  n0,000
Eilltelliffieldets ............ . 100.0011
Told esetuity to depositors 11111C1100
• Asesstots of isd4vidne awl arms aolitited. We ipprrelati
small se moll so law de Wel accord to all the same cenmeoes
*real nteld.
INTEREST PAID QN TIME DEPOSITS
Extraditing Teeth and Plate










FIRST ACT OF TE
NEW PRESIDENT
is to Invite OperitOfft to Meet
in COnte ?OUCH.
convention May Be Mud at Indian-
apole.--Ohee Operators HAY.
Accepted ,
IOWA MINER CLOSED DOWN
•
Indianapolis. Ind., April 2.—The
• hilt °facial act of President Lewis.
of the Unitededlne Workers of Amer-
ica, on assuming Ills office, was to
send telegraphic Invitattons to the
priacipal operators of the central
competitive fields of Western Penn-
mdrania, Ohio, Indiana and Illinois,
telt tent a meeting in this city next
lltinday, with representatives. of the
miners to make ae effort fo Agree
upon a call for an interstate wage con
vention, and if necessary to decide
upon a general resumption of etining
operations.
Lewis said last night that he bad
•
received a number of replies, most ot
wbich were favorable, but he had not
yet received enough to determine
Dually the result. No is confident,
however, that the Move„ will result
in the rellumption of work 1.1  mines
of the district, rehabilitation of the
Interstate movement in this Iltd and
• In consequent* rehabilitation V the
hrterstate movement in the southwest
fteld'ind outlying districts.
Ohio operalbrs have Wired accept-
ance of this itleitation,
To Secure Peace.
Indlanapol:s. April 2.--John Mitch-
ell, retired president of the United
Mitre Workers of America, announced
that in the futrre he will devote his
attentios to a labor paper which he
will establish in Indianapolis The
object of‘the paper is the securing of
industrial peace betwt4n the miners
. and operators.
Ohio Operetoes Accepted. .
Columbus. 0., April 2—Ohio over-
-Mors recefeed Invitatlen from
President Levitt', of the t'olted effne
Workers of America,,to attend a meet
ferat-Pediefrepeleteatizt Monday, when
the question of calling a joint confer-
ees* of miners and operators of Ohio,
Indiana, Illinois apd western Pennsyl-
vania, to revive the Interstate agree-
ment. is to be considered. Represen-
tatives of the miners end operators of
the four sates will attend.
Iowa 'Mime Clow.
Des Moines. Is., April 2.—All the
mines In Tons' Closed and will 're-
main closed until a new scale is set-
tled upos by the joint comralttees_
As a result 15.040 miners are idle.
They bare had work for a long time
and have a big defense fund;
N S OF KENTUCKY
Beech Harsh Aske for Hail.
Lexington, )(% April '2 -Bee.
liargis made a motion .before Circuit
et, 
Judge Adam-. at Fleatt>vIlle, for bail.
The rnottfin w,1! by breed at Jackson
,%pril 1 ,1
(Wen& Avian
Lexington. Ky. April 2.—A mitt
dog bit seven people In Boyle county
and the farmers armed themselves
and made war on all the dogs in the
neighborhood. kitting them regardless
of ownership.
Knocked Prom Raft.
London, Ky., April 2,—Accident
ally knocked from a raft, Tom Dur-
ham, of Burning Springs. (lay county.
was drowned In the Kentucky river
at the mouth of Saxton creek. He
leaves a wife and two children.
Kehne Will armee,.
Maysville, /Cy., April a.—The Reit:
:Ames N. Kelme is improved some-
what. He did not suffer a stroke of
apoplexy, as first reported. but Is mut-
tering from acute indigestion. All the
psin his left him and his physician
REVIVED
---
Old-Time Health. &Wag Grape-Nuts.
"I had been sick for 10 years witp
dyspepsia and a lot of cfrarplications."
wrote an Ark. woman.
• "An operation was advised, change
of *Innate was suggested, but no one
seemed to know Just what was the
matter, I was In bed three days In
IV week and got so thin I wretched
only 89 pounds. No food seemed to
agree with me.
"I told my huatand I wait going to
try softie kind of predigested food te
see If I could keep from this feeling
of continued hunger.
"Grape-Nuts and cream was the
food I get and Sethi:ye has seethed
to satisfy me like it. I never feel
hungry, but have a natusal appetite
have had no .nervons spells since I
began this food, and have taken no
medicine.
"le have gained so much strength
that I now do all my housework and
feel well and strong. My weight has
increased eight pound. in eight weeks
Intl I shall always at Grape-Nuts, as
it is far pleasanter than taking meld!.
rifles." "There'll a Reason." Name
given by Postern Co.. Battle Creek.
Mich.' Read "The Road to Well
In packages.
NINETY AND NINE
Just now when some weak
kneed merchants are suffer-
ing of a complication of
buck-ague and timidity, let-
ting up on their efforts to
push ' business, the man of
action is getting more busi-
ness than ever before. Last
month The Sun increased
its average circulation 99
subscribers. What did it?
Going After It!
nk rc Gigives out that be will be bin:Ise Tea Ana histsven.Truth in:I p; 
.. •
again in a short time with prover a
hare- He was billed to speak at a big
Equity -rally at Springfield Tuesday
night.1 bit ital eoropelied to cancel
the engagemeet. -
Kentucky is Flooded Deep. .
Lexington. Ky., April 2.—The
worst flood In years prevails over
Central and Eastern Kentucky. Heavy
rains falling almost continually tot
36 hours have caused pn overflow in
all streams, ineluding the Kentucky.
Big Sandy. and Red rivers.
The northern and southern sections
of the city are partly submerged ana
many families have been drieen from
their homes. The Leader's newspaper
pressroom Is flooded and the press
has been put out of commission.
Similar conditions prevail in sur-
rounding counties.
Traffic Is greatly delayed by land-
slides and trains are funning slowly.
Abrupt Manner by Laboring Man.
New York, April 2.--34ermat Rob-
inson, the labor organiser, who
walked into the Rev. Alexander Ir-
mce's tea party of parlor socialists
sat Sunday night in the pariah ,of the
'hurch of the Ascension an4 slammed
.,onie pretty strong parts of speech
around, was not keen y excited over
the news that President Roosevelt in-
tends to invite him to the white' house
to congratulate him on his fatnkbess
and nerve.
When It came to saying whether
he intended to accept the invitation
Mr. Robinson. said he might and he
might not—he cOuid not My until he,
had received a letter from the pied-
dent. He left a strong impression,,
howeves. that be did not Dee the sense
Bitten By Mad Doe. of leaving his Job ter a day or two
Lexington. ICY.. April 3.—Accorer Just to swap, adjectives with Mr.
fag to the statement of a Boyd court- Roosevelt.
ty man who arrived here from Ash-
lend eight people were bitten by a
mad dog In the Rumen neighborhood
of Boyd county, wettest days ago, and
there is i reign of terror there. In
addition'to the people some stook was
also, bitten, and all precantioes are
being taken to prevent any serious
results.
Six of the persons who were in-
bared bare already gone to the Pal-
teur institute for treatment They
are:
Moll. N. P. Ousley, John Salmon.
Harry Perkins, James Dins. U. S.
Wittman, Doc Osborne and Thomas
Create..
The other victims are being treat-
ed by Boyd county physicians.
Vetoed BEI That Never .Passed.
Frankfert, Ky.. April 2.—When
the story of senate bill No. 166 is
told erfilTbody will agree that Gov-
ernor Willlson's veto ax hit the right
spot, and the fate of the bill Illus-
trates the story of "the luck, of the
tad that lived all winter only to die
in the spring." The veto also saved
a lawsuit and other complications
that would love ari-en had he ap
•proved It.
Yesterday when the clerks of the
senate and house were checking up
all the bills on file in the governor's
office and comparing them with their
books they found that senate bill NO
166 had passed the seoate. but had.
never passed the house, although bt
some strange mistake It Mid been en-
rolled, compared In troth houses,
signed by both the speaker and the
president of the sensate, and then
vetoed by the Overawe
It was a bet introduced by Senator
14. •Ii. Smith to establish two sob-
experiment stations, one in Eastern
Kentucky and one in western Ken-
tuck-Y.. It Is supposed that. on the
last night of the session, when every-
thing was in confusion, Some one by
mistake gave one% og the enrolling
clerks a copy of the bill and It was
enrolled, put In the bench with thirty,
or forty other bills and we'lt through
without anyone discovering the seri
ous mistake. Of course when it
reached the governor It was all in
proper mhaPe andenothing to Indicate
that It had not been properly passed
by both lerislative bodies, hut the
question now arises, would the bill
have been valid If the governor ban
approved it?
"Some people might get all ex-
cited over an invitation of that kind."
said he, "but I have shaken ban&
with the president before I made my
debut, so to speak, and it would not
be a new experieve.
HAIR TELLS CHARACTER.
Odor of Hair Said to Indicate a Pee-
wees Tesoperament.
Many people believe that blonde or
light hair denotes affection and dark
hair constancy. A person without hair
Is not devoid of character: far from
It. The disposition of the average
bald-headed man is to show such soil-
Mode dot' the welfare of others, that
he neglects himself A germ causes
baldness. Prof. Sabouraud, of Paris,
France. innooculated ri' rabbit with
dandruff germs, causing It to become
totally bald in five weeks' tithe. To
rid the scalp of these dangerous germs
it is necessary to apply NeWbro'it Her-
Pictde.
"Destroy the Muse—you remove
the effect."
Sold by leading druggists. Two
"sizes, 50e and $1.00. Send 10o in
stamps for sample to The Herplcide
Co.. Detroit. Mich.—W. le McPher-
son. Special Agent.
ISeeds! Seeds!
Come to the new





L J. Yopp Seed Co.
114 hull hosed best.
111 Ras 243 Iss Plisse 477
•
Calloused Tongue*, Net Jigmals. _
"I don't (elite -see that my little
spiel up there the other night before
that crowd demands a personal inter-
view, with compliments on the side
from _President Roosevelt.
"It did not amount to much, any-
way. Besides, there are plenty of
folks'that think just as I do about
these fellows with calloused tongues
instead of calloused bands.
"But to get back to these wind
Jammers; these nice fellows with their
big black bow ties and lady-like get-
up. I don't see how any man of
horse sense can stand for the brand of
hot .sir they hand out. Lots of there
know better.
"Many people don't realize what an
influence these college-bred agitators,'
who are well heeled tbemselvs with
the coin, have on a lot of raw immi-
grants who are trying to grab the
price of three meals a day and find
the going very lump). It ought to be
stepped. because If they are permitted
to preach there will be trouble sure
enough some day."
DeWitt's Kidney and Bladder Pills are
prompt and thorough and wilt is a
short time strengthen weakened kid-
neys and allay troubles arising front
isflammation of the bladder. Sold by
a'l drughtts.
First Vaudeville Manager—Is he a
good German dialect comedian?
Second Vaudeville Manager—No; I
understood every word he raid dur-,
her his turn --Brooklyn Eagle.
FOR THOUSANDS
RAILROADS WILL GIVE EMPLOY-
MENT,
In Next Sixty Days Armies of Men
Will Be Nested on Tracks and
ip Shops.
Chicago, April 2.—The gecord-
Herald says:
lb the nexesixty days the railroads
of the United States will have to find-
between 250,000 and.300,000 men to
mend their tracks and roadbeds. and
another large army to go into their
shops and repair their cars and the,:
locomotives.
The railroadsl,entering in Chicago
alone will, between tomorrow and I
June 1, require more than 100,0001
laborers. Work willitart In light, en
the soffits which are the best favored
by el-mettle conditions, and will be in-
creased rapidly until June 1, when
renewal and repair work will he la.
full swing on every railroad in the
country.
/
The average number of men need-
ed by each of .the large Chicago syst
temp is 5,000 and the wages offered
are to be about the same as last year,
when labor was siarces and more men
were needed.
For day laborers the wages range
between $1.25 and $1.60 a day. the
average being about $1.40. The
highest figure Is paid for what are
'called steel gangs who are ,employed
In laying steel rails.
This year the railroads expect to be
able to procure a Much greateg pro-
portion of American labor than usual,
owing to the fact that times have not
been so good and many men are out
Of emplotment. It is also expected
thr there will not be so many Ital-
ians available this year, becaime,
when the business recessIod came,




PLAN FOH-SPATHMENT Or FAITH-
QUESTION BEFORE CHURCH.
Methodists Warming Up and Lively
Thrice Expected in the Conte*.
elver at Italktimorc,
Nashville, April 2.—The preemi-
nent question before the 5,0011,e04
Methodist& of the United Stares
proposed statement of faith. The
measure was introduced and cham-
pioned at the last session of the gen-
eral conference of the M. E. church,
south, by Dr. W. F. Tillett, dean of
Vanderbilt University.
The measure asked for a commis-
'ion to unite with other Methodist
churches in writing a "statement" or
5'creed" for the Methodist chula.
Olpponents claim the question was
sprung without warning previous dls
cuasion from pulpits or through the
religious press, and that the measure
passed because dr lack of understand-
ing of the importance of the step.
The question will be practically
DR. KING BROOKS. DEN"I1ST,
'
1=01-Ani
Room 7, Tuseheart Banding. up-
nestles. Next to Catholic church. New
phone 1211S.
A Brilliant Showing in
BOYS' CL.O THING
We're making a new record in the Boys' Shop
this season. A wider assortment, a stronger tiE.
semblage of the best makers' best creations. The
novelties are practical, the staple styles are "dig-
tinctive"'-and' the)'- are all exclusive. The boy
whose clothes come from the Boys' Shop will be the
best dressed boy in the neighbollood.
After all, it's in the designing of alothes for the
little fellow that the artists' genius Ands fullest-en-
pintSiOn. It would be a hard matter to try to tell you
.abont the new models without growing enthusiaftici
the designs are so fetching, the colorings so rich and
full of life.
thing the little fellows in and put our variety tb
the test of pleasing you as you have never been
pleased before. Boys from 2 to 17'' years old hind
,best values he e.
$2.50 to $12.50
ffielleiV4*/







settled at a meeting of the conference
of the M. E. church at galtimore in
ay, and it is a question above all
others that is Interesting Methodists
everywhere. Theopposition is led by
. H. M. Dubose. editor of the Ep-
worth Era, and one of the most
prominent men in the Southern
Methodist church.
Opponents claim that the Method-
ist church has gotten along for tw•
hundred years without a creed ,and
that it needs none. Dr. Tillett re-
cently spoke before Methodist minis-
ters of Cincinnati for the measure,
and Dr. Duttoee has Just returned
from that city, where he spoke to the
same body on opposition. Methodists
all over the country are warping up
on the kubject ,and lively times are
expected when the question- hi sprung
in the Baltimore conference.
"E. C. DeWitt & Co., Cilengs, ilL—
Gentlemen—In 1897 I hat/ a disease
of the stomach and bc‘oele. lo the
spring of 1902 I boigibt a bottle of
Ko0122 and the benefit I received all
the gold in Georgia could not bay.
May you live long and prosper. Yours
very truly, CS. Cornell. Boding. tia ,
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be Vziolicat) 
„g to squeeze his thin .persop In
.shead - of the portly figure of eltcre-
tasy Taft ou the tariff retision plank.
he should consider that Mr. Bryan
has got him beat with a proposition
to rsvise the tariff before the elec-
t ant
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t 3940 23 3940
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10  3932 25 
3945
11 A932 26 3962
112 3929 27 3971
• 13 s93ft Me-
14 3944 30. 3
978
16 3936 31 3987
102.516
Average tor March, 1908 3943
Average for March, 1907 3844
Inerease,..„. _  99
Personally 'appeared before me, this
April 1. 1908, R. D. McMillen, bu
si-
ness manager of The Sun. who alarms
that the above statement of the 
cir-
culation of The Sun for the nienth of
-







Men.., spoil much good work for the
lack of a nwr,
Taft has secured about 35 More
delegates this week to offset Fair-
!banks Indiana delegation.
Rhode Island has only one senator,
Nelson A. Aldrich. But one of him
at a time Is sufficient for any state as
small as Rhode Island.
Dr Powell, of Louisville, may have
told Miss Lloyd. that he didn't know
anything about the tobacco &nation;
but what has that got to do with
night riding*
Former Secretary of the Navy
Long was beaten in Massmthusetts
for delegate at large to the national
Republican convention by some man
most people never heard of: because
that man was for Taft for president.
When the Home Rule for Ireland
question gets into the house of lords.
then we shall once more enjoy a dis-
cussion of the Impending dissolution
of that ancient body, and be edifies
with a history of its origin and its
traditions. We are rather inclined to
regard both the home of lords and
the Irish question as permanent feat-
ures of the British parliament. It IF
the understanding that the Liberal
party in the house of commons in-
tends to go before the oountry on the
Issue.
THE PRECIPITANCY OF MR.
FA I RBANKS.
Hold on, Mr. Fairbanks, Taft said
It first!
He is the original taref revision
man. He even declared In favor of
it before Roosevelt did. He suggest-
ed a special session of congress ini-
mediately after the inauguration
:Man h 4, aext. It p:,)ved popular,
and now M. Fairbanks. who so far
as any ale knew, favored nothing
excepting lithe own nomination for
trealdeat and a buttermilk diet, says
he *mires a Special session to. revise
the tent Millnediately after the elec-
tion: for tear the Dentoerats will
have the next congress.
That Is not spoken like a good citi-
zen or a broad man. It is not even
spoken like a good partisan. It is
rather the declaration of a captIou•
candidate. R ho thinks be sees
chinee to pick a flaw in the state-
ment of au opponent.
The Sun It a Republican Paper,
hut we say right here, that if the
Democrats w.ri next fall. It is a sign
the majority of the people of the
TARIM States this time, at least,
favor Democratic doctrines, and we
say, let the Demo( rats handle the
tariff question. We have more con
ildenee in the people than Mr. Fair-
banks evinces. If a Democratic vie
tory should not indicate the remit
Panty of Democratic principles, than•
It eertalter would not Indicate any
bubbling over enthusiasm for the
Republican policies of the moment;
S4) why Phu& I the Retpubeeen e
on_
greet that had Just 'been compli-
mented vs!th an adverse majority,




Although the Daily Night Rider
held out until the last moment yes
terday that the Marshall county grand
Jury had failed to secure the attend-
ance of tiltnesises and that no Infor-
mation had come from the grand jury
room, it will have to admit today that
The Sun was right and eleven indict-
ments were returned against alleged
participants in the Birmingham raid
Tp Judge Reed, who so promptly
convened a special grand jury. to
John G. Lovett, commonwealth's at-
torney, who fearlesely examined wa-
nes-see to the grand jurors, who
bravely did their duty, and to Sheriff
Eley, who is losing no Mlle in get-
ting the defendants before the court,
the gratitude of the Purchase and
particularly of. Marshall county, is
due. Inexorable justice Meted out
to the Birmingham raiders, will vs a
long way toward making masks um
fashionable for horseback riding after
nightfall this aide of the Tennessee
river. Every section of Kentucky,
excepting the mountains and the Pur-
chase, has become infested with out-
lawry and violence. Let us quaran-
tine against it along the west bank of
the Tennessee river, and say here
justice and equal rights obtain.
Checked in Its course, by such a bar-
✓ier, lawlessness will inevitably react
and become extinct.
Even now we see signs of changing
public sentiment; and were not many
men, who followed blindly into the
"Ea'ffn-r-lirilie' hour. held to their
compact through fear, justice would
sweep the Black Patch like a scoUrge.
There is a day of reckoning coruing.
and coming fast.
SHILOH VICTIMS-NS.
The anneal reunion of the Na-
tional Asioclation Battle of Shiloh
Survivors ee:.tel be held at Pitteburg
Landing, Tenn., April 6 and 7, and a
steamboat geeing direet tit the scene
will leave St. Louis April 2 and Cairo
April 3. Forty-six years have passed
Once this great tattle was fought,
but It It kituenellrarethe
surviving -soldiers who were there are
still numerous enough to make a
considerable army. The conflict was
a grand display of American courage.
but the generalship, on both sides,
was something of a miscalculation.
With the Confederates the assump-
tion was that a sudden attack.
amounting to a strategetic and actual
surprise, would be fatal to the Union
army, largely composed of raw
troops. Without the surprise, which
could not be certainly counted on,
the attack would have been foolish.
Its planning was scarcely sound. for
It failed even with the conditions in
its favor that were expected.
On the part of the Union general-
ship the general situation was not
grasped, but when the fighting opened
neither officers nor men failed en the
ordeal. At the end of the first day's
fight the Confederates had all been In
actien, but, there was a federal divi-
sion that had not been engaged. and •
separate federal army, under another
commander,, arrived' for use on the
field on the second day. The most
admirable thing at Shiloh was the
valor of the men in the ranks on
both sides It was largely a test of
the native grit and perseverance' of
the privates, and the Interest they
take in revisiting the battlefield rests
on an individual basis. A fine na-
tional military park has been estab-
lished on the battlefield, which wil
thus be physically preserved as long
as the nation lasts, and that will be
for unnumbered centuries, judging




Yes, she had to sell her auto -
Expenses shi must curb;
Yet when she walks upon the street
Har carriage is superb,
-Chicago News.
A STORMY PASSAGE.
Mel\ srd What are you trying to do.
▪ Mr Newaisil- I thought the ship was
goin' over that last jump, an' I
-was just erten' ready to come down
On toy feet
Avoly With Sentiment.
Woodman, fell that tree:
Spare not a finite bough.
In touch it sheltered me,
But coars•so matey. flow.
New -York Press.
"Ever made any money out of po-
etry?". "Only one.. An editor sale
that for 95.410 he would print a poem
I showed him." "Seems to me the:
he was Losing money?" "Oh. no. I
CAMP out eli.00 ahead Yost see I de
reined the Offar."-- Philadtephla Pub .•
&he
MYSTERY
By Stewart Edward Vs kite
And Samuel Bookies Adams
Copyright. Mr, by McClure, Pbilltps & to.
(Continued from Last Issue.)
They leaped at him-Handy Solo-
mon and Pulz-and fairly *hoot, out (if
him what he thought he knew. lie
babbled in the forgotten terms of al
chewy, dressing modern (sets in the
garments ut tuedlaeval tbonght until
they were scarcely to be recognized.
"And so he say dot he fine him, de
philosopher stone, and he keep hi fl to
dat heavy box we see him carry
aboard, &mile don' have to mule g.ie
with it-be can make diautotes- di:l-
ino/es-he say it too easy to till dat
box plutu full of Manton's."
They gesticulated and exelaimesi and
breathed bard, full of the marvel of
such a thought. Then abruptly the
clamor died to nothing. I felt six
eyes bet we. six uuwiteking eye'
meting restless. lu metioniess figures,
suspicious, deadly as eesinees.
rp to uow my standing with the
men had been melt euough. Now they
drew frankly apart_ (ine of the most
siguiticaut-tulleatlinie of this was the
Increased respect they paid my office.
It was us thotegh by prompt obedi-
ems.. inatant sleferenee and the em-
phasizing of chili's ettmette they ln-
tendasl ie.& draw sharply the line be
tween thinneelyea and me. 'liters' v.-is
inueh whirperIng apart. many privets.
talks ii:Ad ssmsoltati•ose in vvhbit I had
no part. I inlienrily they talked free
ly enough lefore me. Eveu the read-
ing tluring the slug "vas Infer'
mitted--at iezist it was ,43:3 KUCh days
as 1 happetred to lee in the welch be
tow. But twice I caught the nigger
and hand'Solomon conmulting tes-
ether over the Vi11'1116. on alchemy.
I was in tete minds whethet to re-
port the whets. Metter to feriptatn Sel-
over. The telly thiug that restrained
:at. Aces the teglasess of the Inten-
tion and the filet that the neeieetard
-serriederriewee four to-the erewie
dye. An !evident, however, deeded
me. One evening i mut awakened
by a Pont& of violent voices( C
ap
tafli freltiter-deelietoOttlyuggted--Sho.
watches fur varicIy's sake, and I sow
had II e tidy ,t1 lid perdoes.
The nigger. Icing cook, stood fli) watch.
"You drunken greaser stweeil" snarl
ed • Heady Solouume "You son of a
Yaqui! I'll learn you to step on n
while. My only Mese, was that the,
had wished to ton strenstb 
and
detertottlation- rib. ;whole affair, 'vete
o that supposition, was childig II
enough. but I retorted the esaggemted
cuuniug to Handy Solomon and e
on
skiered it quite adequately explatned
It is a minor point, but sabgequeu
tl)
I learned that Ws surmise was cor
rect. was to be saved because none
of the conspirators understood naviga-
tion.
'the next morning I approached Ca
p
tent griever.
"Captain," said I, "I think It my
luty to report that there is trouble
Stowing among the crew."
"There always is," be replied, un-
moved.
"But this is serious. Dr. Scbernser-
horn came aboard with a cheat which
the men thiek hold treasure. The
other evening Robinson overheard bins
tell his assistant that he could easily
till the box with diamonde. Of course
he was merely illustrating the value
of mime scientific experiment, but Role
insmethinks and has made the others
think that the chest contains WOW-
thing to make diamonds with.-- I am
sure they 'trend to get hold of it.
The affair is (Netting to a head."
Captain Sciatic. listened almost in,
differently.
"I came back from' the islands last
Tear," be Pined. "with $31)0.0110 worth
of pearls. There was sixteen In the
crew, and every man of them was
blood -hungry for them pearistN,They
bad three or four sitholhe and laded
one men over the proper way to divide
the loot after they had got it. They
didn't get It. Why?" He drew Isle
Powerful figttre to its height and
spread his thick arms out in the lux-
nry_of stretchleg. "Why?" he repeat-
ed. exhaling adruptly: "Filecsuee their
captain was Ezra Selover. Well, Mr.
Eagen." he went on t•risely, -Captain
Ezra Selover 18 their captain. and they
luow it. They'll talk met minter
and git into dark corners and sharpen
their knives and perhater fight it out
as to snitch one's going to work itee
monkey doodle business in the doe
toes chest mud - which ore's going tit
tie up the stacks of ellen* thanroatis,
but they 'Won't git any farther as Mug
MI Captain Ezra is on deck."
"Yes." I objeeted, -but they mean
business, Last night in the squall
one of them tried to throw me over-
Captain fig/lover grinned.
"What did you do?" he asked.
"Hazed him to his quarters with a
belay ine phses- . ------- -----e-.. - _ .-_---. -se
"Well, thee, all reeled then. Isn't
it: What more do you want?-
! stood nude( Med. ,
"I can take earn of myself," he we3t
M. "You ought to take care of your-
self. Then there's nothing more to
eenmen's foto. end you "an kiss the do."
hook on that! I'll cut your heart out die mused • moment.
and feed It to the sharks!" "You here •
 gun, of courser he in
"Pothar sneered Perdoete -You glared- "I forgot to ask.
"
Icut heem you finger wid your knife." "N
o." said L.
They wrangled. At first I thought H
e whistled.
the quarrel genuine, but after a too 
"Well, no wonder yeu feel sort of
ment or so I could not avoid st sort 1.r l
ost and hopeless. Here, take this;
rewinlarest Impression of the cheap 
it'll make a man of you."
melodrama. It seemed ineredible, but , He
 gave me a Colt's 45, the barrel
soon 1 could not dodge the conclusion o
f which had bees filed down to nitout
that it was a makeup quarrel designed 
two inches of leneth. It was a most
to impress me. / 
extraordinstry weapon, but effective et
_ Why should they desire to do so? I 
shirt range. .
had to give it up, but the fart itself "if
eres a few horse cartridges." sell
was obvious enough. I laughed to see 
he, "Now, go easy. T•his Is no war-
them. The affair did not come to 
ship, and we ain't gotioen to expert
blows, but It clid.eocue to black looks
 went on. Lice 'eat with yeur fists or
on meeting, muttered oaths, growls of 
a Pin if you ean, sod if you 'lo sheet
Smutty every time they happened to 
Plat wing 'em a little. They're awful
past each other on the deck. Percima 
total lads, but a little restle,:a.-
was not so bad. Ilia _Mexican blood 
I took the gun and felt better. With
inclined hint to the histrionic, and his 
It I could easily handle tbe members
Mexican cast lent itself well to evil 
of my on-n watch. and I did nut doubt
looks. But Handy Solomon for the
 that with tbe assistance of Percy Dar '
fled time in my acquaintance 
with row even a surprise would hardly
him was ridiculous 
overwhelm us. I did not count on Dr.
Abair this time we crossed into fre- 
Sceiertnerborn. lie WO* quite namable
quent thuntiere One evening just at 
of loosing himself Ln a problem of tra-
dark we made out a heavy black 
jsictory after the first shot.
squall. Not kitoe lug exactly what
weight lay behind it, 1 celled cep all ere
 be matillued la meal 
issue.)
-
hands. We (lucked the stirs-mil and Y01:1 DON'T HAVE TO w A rr
foresail, lowered the peak of the main-
sail and waited to feel or it, a rough 
lt.vrt doss ashes yes IeelbeilET L
ai' PR
and ready seamanship often used in 
eePs MI".
shosa7 • back Am every-came. 
?neg., tests.
these little califirrnis wind jammers.
I was pretty busy. but I beard di.-'PAPIER COMPANY' TO RAISE 
114 ICS
tinetly Handy Solomon's voice behind -
we:
"I'll kill you sure, you greaser, as 
Strange By-Prodant of a CL
AM en, 3041
soon as my hands are freer
CUMBERLAND FACTS ABOUT NEW THEORY
AS SECURED BY INTERVIEWStt t FILED Elti it 11.1.
‘11.4.1 .IT I rietre.
Opening Sermon to lie Delivered By,
Itetiring Sloderator, Rig. S.
Rudolph.
The meeting of the Mayfield Prete
bytery at Union church, Mx MIVi
northwest of leultou, will be largely
attended by members of the Cumber-
land Presbyterlan church all over
western Kentucky. The. session will
convene Saturday, April 4, and con-
tinue through Sunday and Mune*,
Detentes will be met at' Fulton Fri-
day afternoon and Saturday morning
The program for the occrution follows.
Saturday.
11/.30-Opening sermon, by retir-













1.0:14) - "Why Should Evert
Church ve a Sunday &hoot!" by
14. Marshe Barnes. -feusn Beietuelete
chiue conger eon.
10:45- Open Diseuesion. by the
rs progentatives. \\„\N
II :q0-Ten odour recess.
11:115.--Sermon, by eV. Joe Mc-
Leekey. senodical nesesion 5 folio%
ed by commuulon service, at/nerd
by Revs. King and eirogbes.
----tNOTE--Rev. M. le Jones i
ll
pirach - at 11 n'clocie at Palest!
Methodist akarch, by -request
12:34----Notifi. -Dinner.
• Afternoms.
2:00--Opening meeting of the
Wensen"i Foreign Misilonary societi.
Resident S,ervices---No cervices-- St
4hureh. Rev S -Hadoieth tta!
An article from the Nashville.
Tenn. •Baaner, published during if.
Cooper's visit to that city, throws
some light on the remarkable suave*
o' the yens; mius's theories and med-
icines In various cittes visited by him
during the past year. The article i
s
at follows:
"In view of the enormous sale 01
Cooper** preparattoiner now going ou
le this city and the Intense Interest
ithieh•Me. Oooper has stirred up ulnae
Ills arrival, a repreeeneatIve or the
Banner :meet Thursday aftermson at
to young mutt's hindquarters, 'watch-
re the SW:11111 of humanity (bins' and
go. •
"During the aftertrooti tbs. reporter
interviewed many of the callers and
obtained atatements /rum rill 
wit)
eared to give them as to their exp.-




"The following are selerted from
those statetnents hi-Mg typical of
the general 4.xpressiou of the people
re en :
"gr. R. Lasater, living at 1221
North Ferreira) avenue, when inter-
sewed, said: 'I have beers troubled
with my stomach for the past two
year*. and have had rheumatism for
more thin five years. Soneettutai I
route apt weelte *ad there were armor
when I emisi not even move in bed
Hard knots would form en my mus-
e:ere: whit•h caused me intense pair
Gas farmed on my stomach arteT eat-
ing, which gave me flinch pan and
doltosa. and often was restless atoi
(41011.41 all night, ;ovine much •leee
ard rest.
'Nearing of Mr. Cooper and tbs
get-at work his medeine was swoons-
p:ivhIng for tithe re, I deckled 
to try
It I hate taken It about t
wo weeks,
and final novel( in ae grestly 
improved
condition. My stomach is in w
ood
shape and doer not trouble me 
at all.
My rheumatism has nearly 
disappear-
ed. and I exPeCt to 
resume work abort
ly, for the first time in 
twelve
wetness. Mr. Cooper rertainly 
has a
wonder/tit inedicineeand am 
grate-
ful fur what it haat done for 
me.'
-Another caller was Mrs. 
T. J.
Smith, of 503 lischem st
reet. she
said: 'I hate been a stutterer
 from
bidder and kitinvy tnoubto 
for twen-
ty-five years In that time I
 have
tiled many prrecriptlutils an
d various
kinds of mediclpe. but r
eceived little
or no htnefit from them. I 
seldom
had a sound night's sleep, my 
reet be.
Mg broken at inttrvals 
...throughout
the nigbt, 1 had pains it 
my back
and burning eensations.
"'I heard Ito muds of 
Mr. Cootie:
that I came to the 
conclusion he
might be able to afford ne• 
serene rye
Psi I have now been ta
king the
medicine about a week, and 
feel Is t-
er in *eery' way, The pai
n has Ms-
anieltred, and I have 
no distress
white ver. I have cense here 
today to
tepress my appreciation to Mr.
 Coop-
es for his wonderful 
ineditine and
wbat eas done In my 
e...to. I will
tato pleasure In rec
ommendIne it to
others.
"in "Mee of a
sseerteuns by various
ploseclatee that Cooper is a lad l
o'ho
will noon die out. thy yo
ung man
seems to be gaining even
 great. r
headway as the visit dram t
o • close"
ageuey for Cooper's 
celebrated'
methane, has been preen t
o us._ We
:lee making a One, record 
with them.
- W. H Mt•Pberson.
MARY IRVIN
sorter than plate,of ritrOtne 
siege A
dog ones- falliag in his ba
ckward jump
frs no better than so m
uch buzzard
et • meat. The bulld
og, eke*. in and
hold on -1-n-ie oT-elitarte, 
trefeno mere-- -
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8 - 30 . --Devotional stet ice. Seunduct • toile T ...... .1-roe Morning III the heels and wor
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e keeping be-
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WI- 
d the circle or the 
sweep of the
sions. by , Rev. J. T. Barbee. Lo
uis. 






of this section are general-
Afternoule 
to have, dosoended and
1:3(1-Prtisbyteilal businele 




7:00- SerlIllnl." Icy Itev.-W. T. Nun
-
Icy, at church.
it :gm-- Presbyterial bestnese.
9:e5e Finel adjournment.
The Beardless Max.
There is a so-called "smooth:shay
en" millionaire In New York 
who
never used a razor on his 
face.
Twenty-five years ego hisvres a 
mono-
maniac on the subject of saving 
time,
and among the other , short cute 
to
fortune he made tip his mind to cut
out shaving, a matter of 15 cents a
day, and about twenty minutes of
precious time, if the barber made
good. After a trial of various cos-
metics and depillatorles he decided
that electrolysis was far better,
though a very tedious. process. In
live months the root of every hair In
both beard and mustache was utterly
iiestroyed by an electric current from
a constant battery. The men suf-
fered conaiderabli, but ever since the
operation his face, has been as smooth
as a bald had. No power on earth
reeled restore his beard now,-New
York Press.
How It Cause it, Take 
You never know the joe or living
om the 
It t p. till 
you try the luxury of giving.
And sotue muttered reply fr 
Mexican. Bango
r, Me -Hog rising dn an p
e-
The wind hit us hard, held on a few tensive sc
a'e as a side issue to 
the
moment. and moderated to a stiff puff.
There followed the rain, so of course I
knew it would amount to sondes. I
was just stooping to throw the stops
off the staysail when I felt myself
seised from behind and forced rapidly
toward the side or the ship.
Of coume I struggled. The J•pa
twee have a little (Ark to fool a [lieu
who vetches you aroond the waist
from behind. It is part of the jiu teen
taught the Samurai, quite a different
proposition from the ordinary "pol
ice
man jiu jiten" I picked it up from a
friend In tbe nobility. It cense hi very
handy now, and by good luck a roil of
the ship bellied me. In a morzient I
stood free, and Perdosa was picking
himself out of the scuppers.
The expression of astonishment was
fairly well done-I will say that fur
him-but I was prepared for histrion-
ics.
"Senor!" he gasped. "Eet is you,
*arrogant& Maria! I thought you was
dat Solomon! Pardon me, senor! Par-
don! Hate I hurt your'
He approached nip almost wheedling
I could have laughed at the villain.
It was all so transparent. He no more
mistook me for Handy Solomon then
be felt any real enmity for that person.
But, being angry and perhaps a little
scared, I beat him to his quarters with
is belaying 'in.
On thinking the matter over, how-
ever, I relied to owe all the hill and
man of it I multi understand a desire
to get rid of me 'Iliete wined he one
lees of the •fterguard, mei then, toe I
knew too much of the metes send-
Moab If not of theft' plays But why
aU this elaborate fart, of the mock
quarrel end the alleged mistake?
Cen14 t be to guard
inanufaciture of paper. is the ex-
periment which the Great North
ern
Passer' evellipany is going to try on 
its
land in Maine. The first consign-
ment of hogs wit be turned loose
 on
an island In a northern Maine l
ake,
and the animals will be allowed to run
wild, feeding on roots. herbs and
other vegetation.
The prospective new industry was
first suggested by Presitient Garrett
Schenck of the Greet Northern Paper
company, who after eating ham and
bacon from a` roast hog which had
been raised in the Maine woods and
served at a banquet in -Week de-
clared It.to be the best he had ever
eaten in the pork line.
He Got a Taste.
The customs of military scrvi-ci. re
-
quire offieers to visit the kitchen (tur-
as cooking hours to we that the
soldiers' food is properly prepared.
One old colonel, who let It be generat
ly known that his orders most be
Obeyed withoet question or explana-
Cote once Mopped two soldier* who
were carrying • soup-kettle out of the
kitchen.
"Here, you.” he greatest, "give me
a taste of that."
One of the soldiers ran and fetched
a hullo and gave the colonel the de-
sired taste. The colonel spat end
*Muttered.
"Good heavens man' You don't
Cali that stuff seep do yon!"
"No, sir." replied the soldier. meek-
ly. "It's dish water we was aatotyln'.
str."-Everybody's. 
• .
Mrs. Mary Irvin died at 12:30
o'clock this morning at the home 
of The Pi
her daughter. Mrs. Lon Voiotia'''
. If 1"
Niniesteuth 'and Adsms streets, a
fter /multiplied






wee-e„re we et the ,diatriet adjacent
tele Mrs Irvin is aurvtved by 
os • redo and Hardy.. With t
he
deughter. Mrs 1fic4oria Crandall, 
of client of the project these anima
Paducah. and three sons Al Ship
ley, left to themseltes. 'weenie w
ild, ed
Gus Shipley and Prat k tthipley, all of
 In the maturel process of evolutlea„
stow,. "mows or pee 'ryee retrograded to th
e primordial condi
w ire taken to Sturgis on the noon
 Hen in which they are today. This
tiain The funeral and burial will be is
 the popular belief. To me estem•
held at Carey title itsteorrow morning 
eupesalble that an ordinary pig tit
:see than ten generations cou'd attainat to o'clock
such length of limb. suppleness of
PIERCE WILD Pis". betty and general offen
se e and defen-
sive armament without • strong ad-
mixture or the blood of the peccary
or jetellin Three latter I have sewn
in the Magdalene district of Sonora.
perhaps 150 miles from‘thr colored°.
and I am told on good authority that
they exist much nearer San Fran-
ciseo Call.
Tte• (selectee. le.ii• Animal I. a 'resign
Figlot-v ate! (loud laciuslt.
The wild Om of ar title country of
;he delta have suffered a ronsiderabor
diminution In numbers as result of
their wholesale killing during the last
!Ise years by Sitlican outfits which
Immo. dp the gulf from Guaymas andslaughter teem for meat Those Wire
feemaining are mostly wary gild boars,
llong limbed, ',harp tusked. razor
Ibacked vi terafisetest as horses, 'hate
lea jackrabbits and foroctons SP tigers
when cornered Tiler tusks, scimi-
tar 'theme. razor sharp and needle ,
potato& are enerniolts. and driven to






Notice to the Public.
Beginning Sunday April5, the
steamer Dick Fowler will inaugurate
regular trips to Cairo am) return,
leaving the wharf Rt a m return-
ing leave Catro at 2.141 p m Fare
for the round tile $1 ofk Miele and
ream extra.. ()cod music on board.
S. A FOWLS:AL 0 I' A.
GIN'EN row i Pato, %et
IT WAS OUR MOVE
And we've made it. We now have the best equipped
commercial printing establishment in this part of
Kentucky. Our new location is on South Third
street, one door north of The Sun newspaper office.
Just a little more about moving: The Sun Job
room is always on the forward move-- in volume of
business, quality of printing and all the other etceteras
which go to please cuitcimers. Many who have not
‘alued quality of printing, now believe in it and rely
only on The Sun Press to produce it. Those who
haven't Tile Sun Press habit can easily acquire it and
will find it the best to hold to.
The Sun Job Rooms






TTTE PADUCAH EVENT n SUN
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Phone 742. 510-512 Broadway
FRIDAY'S SPECIALS
A NEW LINE OF FISH
Roe Stud _ 
White Fish, per lit 20C
Red snapper, per lb 15C
Spanish Mackerel, lb 25c
Black Bass, lb  20C
Nat. Mnekerel, lb 20C
Croppiez, Ih.- 20C
Croppies, lb.........._15C
Smelts. -   15C
Smoked Flab
Smoked Halibut ..
Smoked White Fish_ 20C
Hennksittra, smoked 15C
Smoked Flounders  _15C
Smoked Herring.
Omega Flour.  85C
3 lb. can Tomatoes  10C
-Celery, per stalk.
'teas _ 5C
Egg Plant, 2 for ...
Strawberries, 2 boxes._.20C
Oranges, per doz_ 30C
Lemons, per doz._15C
Cranberries, I gt__4- 22C










Mel,aren's Cheese in jars
'troweled Mackerel in box
Bismark Herring





Remember. Our Fish Days are Thursday and Friday
1111111111111b 411s.
IN SOCIAL CIRCLES j and is a popular young !,
Kalosophic (lub,
The Xalosophic cldb will meet Fri-
day morning at II) o't•lock at the
Woman's club house. Some of the
churches of Rome will be distuased as
follows:
I. St. John Lateran-Miss Ethel
Morrow.
2. The Church of the ('apaehIns--
Mine Clara Park.
3. The Church of Ara Cern-1111ra
Bella Coleman.
4. Current Events-Mrs. Vernon
El) the.
leaden& Puele• Morning.
The Literary department of the
Woman's club. Mrs. Muecoe Burnett,
chairman, will meet Friday morning
at the club building. The two modern
poets for discussion are:
I. William Butler Yeates- Mrs.
George Lang-DUE; Jr.
2. rale. Young Rice-Mrs. Saun-
ders Fowler.
Woman's (lab Meeting This After.
1100111.
The Woman's club is meeting In
regular seseion this afternoon at the
club buildng. An open meeting under
the auspices of the Edncational de-
partment will follow the business ses-
sion. with Lieutenant - Richard Dono-
van, U. S. army, and Mr. Edward




"Mr. and Mrs. Q. I). Vaughan, whq
epters 
stopors 
oruipaedkemthust noutlesfvud..,rceoelt- hamve 
traveltllue, 
an'nings Inin CiaisifoArnia items
THE LOCAL NIVIS The Sun unite. No attention will,w64jsesser. Vaughan was reritair
ie paid to such orders whea glven;operat•-d on at the California hospital.
o carriers. Sun Publishing Co. 'Tee operation was entirely auccessful
•--Dir. Gilbert, osteopath, 400% I - I,ksoise Insp:etor tpabert Hicks avid Mr. Vaughan hopes to. return to
ireadway. Pbone 19$. y , slerday that he would ut"111 Kentucky lu a few nioaths corn-
-Forms for real estate Menai for hegia St.su ng warrants for the tipir-Ip14
4 -is•y restored to health."
IMIS at this Waco. chant; and peofeesional men who have i Mr. and Mrs. Vaughan visited their
-.Mr. H. C. Hollins has left the not paid their. city license. It s aria niece. Mrs. Henry Overby. of Moon-
. aft., for • few namths, aad I have ae- that ilisr•ssirs• mere 4..linquents th
is.Lain avenue, on their way to Cali-
gained an Interest In his bosinaes and',, af issias 'and - 
the et ' -
Shall look after It for him. Any it.e:hods i•ollect ibe lioense..tmust be,
fornia and made many here
durin g their stay. 
friends
formation with • reference to any w...1
_ brands of_ It _will. receive prompt at. - _The livery outfit of Charles J. (Napie
r weti, Friday.,
hubs If you will call up The OuniClark was 2,11h1 )esterday. by Constabl
e
Paducah chapter 'Daughters of the
• Calm. Both phones 366. .1. J. P 1P-S4"444i./4-4- $51-7:'• "1" II" A mertea n Revolution, erill-smeef
tarade by rikretinent wIth the creditors .aya afternoon at 2:30 o'clock. with




phones 134. sili sing at the Kentucky 
theater to-
-Wa can give you the finest car- right for the beeefit of their picture 
tractive one, as follows:
aid theater calls Our prices are lo' -*'h.nce e fi a committ•-e of the Ken









oll Ca:I-D. A. R. Current
ss
•r than than charged for like service • :al council will mee
t tomorrow after., 3. Paper, "The Dutch in the
Is anywilty in America Our service noon at 2:3•0 o'clock
 at the city hal1.1 
le wood- to none, and the bee ia this and ell-iallt
s must be before them at 
American Revolutien"--*Mrs. Mildred
city. Palmer Transfer Company. hat time, or t
hey ;vie not be paid un- F•
-For house nntnbere. door Plat**. ti May. 
I 4. Character sketch. Gen. Baron
e
brass stersrele, brass and alumn'
em --The Ladies• society of the 
Steubita- Mrs. Desli Soule.
checks of elLkinds. rubber type 
ethos. pi'rut Haimust church will me
et tumor_ 5. Paper "Historic Homes-
Markers. See The Diamond Rta
nny row afternoon at 3 o'eleek with Mrs. 
Mrs. M. B. Nash.
Works, 113 South Tle.rd. 
phone 35e. itlekard Calissi Tenth And Madison 
c Music.
-If you want a nice lawn sow
 streets.
Brunson's :awn .gress seed. Flower -Alderman
 Ed Hannan win erect Out-of-To
wn Couple Marry Dere.
seed that grow. arunsun'
s Flower a brick stable on the site of the Ander - Miss Elizabeth le 
Curd. of Dexter's
Shots 529 Evoatetty. . • 
son Transfer barn, that was learned Ky.. and Mr. W. A. I
tappolee,
Those antli mating the purchase early Sunday wom
en The WSW/ Smith:and, were married yesterday
of anything In nemumeatal work ante
 adjustors are expected In a few afternoon at the residenc
e of Judge
should le, the art sta. ds•play or mar- days and the --d••
bris will be cleared D. A. Cross, 707 South Fourth stre
et.
hie and graeite at the shop of W41-
 awe) and the work begun. The Rev. W. K. Cave. of
 the First
Ilatin 'adore West Trimble street, be-
 Presbyterian church, performe
d the
fore placing their order*. 
ceremony. The couple left Stone-
-Place your orders for weeding HOTEL ARRIVALS  diavo,y for Eddy ville. 
where the
laritatious at home. The gun Is
 groom Is a truer,' at the Eda
yville
allowing as great as assortment as penitentiary. They will 
make their
you will fled anywhere, at mien 
home in ,Eddyville. Mr. Itappolee is
uch lower thus you will kayo t
o well known In,, Paducah.:
elsewhere. ' ,
ramplanted cabbage and Willa -
1.1 pia . Fine stock. C. L. Bran'
panv. Itroadial.
Cameras. Cameras. ar.d





--W. F. Perry, Inter and 
deco-
rator. 'estimates funds 4. prices 
rea-
aonahle. 014 phone 1:4 Shop 
and
readence 1426 Clark.
--For wall paper of
from the cheapest to the
Reny & Umbaugh. 321
avenue. Both phones
--411ty subecrtbers to the Daily










In the utiod of the scrupu
-




indietiolubly linked..- • a 
d
rightly so. Bug extermina-
tore, insect powders and mo
th
balls H rOi as lit.eenery to house
cleaning RP snip and wa
ter
Ulla N0 live the beet line Of
them that van be bought. 
We
handle the Diamond Bim
r.d of
pure Delmntien Insect P
owder,







ltb 4 /roadway le:knouts i7
Palmer- -George Weeks, Chicago;
0. I. tssen, St. Louis; F. F. Mitchell,
Is ter-silks R. W. Roman, Cincinnati:
J WS Harper. Chicago; R. P. Butler.
is-zingtati; 3. B. Crevider. Loolaville;
R S Rudolph, Clarksville; A. I". Wil-
son, Atlanta; A, P. Foster, Nashville;
Crank Byrnes, Evansville; N. L. Mo-
han, easily:les George 11: Wolcott,
(Sc.-innate E. M. Ragland, Indianap-
olis: II, H. Levy, Louisville; Major
ik-aler, Cincinnati: John (S Sweeney,
Palls; T. .J. Anderson, St. Louis; 0.
H. Johnson. Henderson.
-- Itelvedere--Guy Hollingsworth, St.
Louis; C. A. Okes, Joppa; Charles
nds, city; J. A. Anderkin, St.
Lo : C. M. Dinatuhl. Memphis; nos
Ward, etrtipolhe C. V. Ezell, Paris;
0, J. Itu Brockport; W. B. Ward.
'Metropslia; . 'T. Crouc.h. Istavere
worth; V. II.'Starr, SE Louis: (has.
I). Harper. 5*urla,• 0, K. Ford, Mem-
phis; It. Taylor %V MUD. Yarbro; W.
slenderson. Surithland: . M. Mcilain,
,l unction; Dr. E. Barone sacinnati.
New Riehmond---Itenry ,Sennett,
Dscusburg; *John B. Carter, Ifirn,
It F. Powell, Louisville; W.. a .
Duna, Eurray: E. Ii. Carter, Greene
lbsti. J. I'. Walston, Caseyville; H. ES
ItIebey. Casey vfile; George M. Mc-
Carty, Dawson; Thomas Swett, Mem-
phis; %V. H. Sorrier, Nashville; R. A.
Heath, ..New Madrid; T. J, Brooke, At-
wood:- Grant Fowler, Reenesvine; W.






man ilieliin pleaded s not guilty when
1
arraigned in pollee court today on the
i•harge of shooting Lewis Lundy,, a
negro. Sle waived, preliminary be
er-
lug and WAS boned over to the gra
n'
Jul'). Lundy was discharged from
the hottpital yesterday and appeared
In court.
New York, April 2.-Evelyn Nesbitt
Thaw Is preparing to sail tomorr
ow
for Europe, according to an announ
ce.
itant made at pie hotel, where she
 Is
living. Arrangements are made af
ter
the publication of the story that 
she
and E. R. Thomas *ere asked 
to
leove the Hotel Knickerbocker d
in-
ing room Monday night. AP
 Intends
ro remain away 'until sft,.r iinnalment
suit Is di"Paggin Of.
NII. 1,411A's lk k 
t.1
1.'0-1-41. Is sa'riiu' 
II, at to•r home et
Secret -Marriage Aimeanced,
The marriage of Miss Mande Stan-
ley and Mr. Roy Weaver. which took
place In Metropolis. Ill., on January
5. has just been announced. It was a
runaway marriage. Mrs. Weaver is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Pete
Stanley and Is an attractive young
For confirmation we
are showing an unusual
large line to select from
and not high in price-
$7 SO to $25 00.
They come in Bleak,
Vicunas, Thibita, Wor-
steds, Serge. and Vene-
tians.
Come early and make
your selection.
Our m2ttn: As gocd
as the best-tzetter than
the rest.
Vb.)
of the t• M. Lesthe Printing




Mr. R. L. DeJitruett, the insurance
man, received a message yisterday.
announcing the marriage of hl s sister.
In-law. Miss Grace Elliott, to Mr. Der-
Mite Parker. botJi of Marion, Ill The
bride is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs
T. A. Elliott, prOOrietor of the res.
taurant near the C. & I. I. depot.
The groom is a popular fireman for
the C. & E. I. .The couple will re-
side at Marlon.
To Entertain Manchester Grove.
Mrs. Mary But-know will .'nt.-rt.
Manchester Grove No. 29, Friday a
ernoon at her tome, 1604
Street,
Pleasant Affair.
Miss Ora Holt entertained a f.
friends at her home in Mapiewos
Teri:ace Tait n1gbf. A niirer of •
jeyable games were played. It a.,
a pleasant occasion. Those pres..
etre: Mrs. Spidell. Mrs. Pow.
Messrs. Lane, Hoary Rottgering,,Pa
ha Piper, Minnie and Louise Hottg•
isg. Annie Huston. Lottle Lan.
M•srs. Lane, Henry Rottgering, Pa
1.4•Peay, Emmett Warlord. 
Win'Blape Huston, John Henry Pip. ,
Ilirmast Toot, Pete Hiolt, Eddie 11111.
W1I1 Myers-
-Mr. J Andy Bauer will -return next
Thursday front Los Angeles, where he
spent the winter for his health.
Miss Kate Clark has gone to Eu-
faula, Okla., on a visit-to her garter.
Mrs. T. W. Dolberrei
Mr. leube,rt Ewell left last night on
a business trip through west Terme.-
bee.
Mrs J. W. 0. Bryan. of Canton, is
the guest of her parents, Mr. am?
Mr, S. R. Pryor, g45 Broadway.
Mrs. Frank L. Scott and daughter.
Nfiss Major* Scott, have returned
from a ten days' stay in St. Lotus.
MTS. G. A. Schneider and daughter,
WS"' Yetta, of Evansville, are visit-
ing. -Mrs. Jakr-Isrledsuan, -of North
S. venth street.
Mr. William Elder and sister, M
Josephine EIder, have gone to Lows-
• ett--6- 4.0 ve4. Eider
Misa Robbie Loving- has re turnee,
from „a visit to rriumbri and relatiSes
In Madisonville, ProVidence and Mor-
anfleld.
-liffis-gen nen -TX MT-Orson. of Havana.
Cuba, is the guest of her sister, Mrs
Arthur Murray.
Mr. Weer Hank. manager of the
American Spoff company's business
here, went to Murray this mornIng to
butttobaceo on the association Mar-
ket.
Mrs. A. E. Boyd, 2107 3roadway.
went.to M'elber last night to visit her
pareu!s for a few days.
Mrs. Nana Warilington, who ha.,
is en visiting Mrs. 1. T. CrIce, orNorta
Eighth street, has returned to her
borne •t Canton.
Mrs. Emma Itehkopf, who has'been
two months at the Riverside hospital,
where she- was operated on, was r•.-
moved to her home, Fifth and Mon-
roe streets. this morning.
Me. and Mrs. ladies ',sake. of
South Sixth street. are the proud par-
Pets of a due baby boy, born thas
wonting.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Given. 1749
Clay street, are the parents of a baby
gtrl, born last night.
Mrs. T. J. Newel, of Parts. wi:i
arrive tomorrow .to be -the guest of
her daughter, Mrs.. J. 0. Walker.-
Jackson. (Tenn.) Sun.
Miss Retie Coleman. 1C25 Jefferson
street, has returned front southwest.-
ern Texas, where she spent three
months on a ranch as the guest of
Mrs. Josephine - Gine: -Mise-Ceetima-
Is much benefited In health.
Mrs. James E. Wilhelm. of North
Fifth street, who Is ill. uffered a re-
Serse last night, and she is in a criti-
sat condition.
Mr. Walter Smith and Miss Bessie
Durham, a young COUple of Marion.
were married by Judge Lightfoot
at his office in the court house this
fternoon.
MT. Carr Turner, of Wailerstein's
,
returned this afternoon from Calloway




A (NIDE NT AND HURRIED.
New York. April 2.-Separated
from her son, William G. Cooper. by
nessly 100 miles, Mrs. Ella Cooper,
of Philadelphia. dreamed she saw h
im
Bled by a Sixth-avenue elevated
train. Bo vivid was the Mother's
dream that she hurried to this city.
Her route across town from the Pen
n-
s)Ivania railroad ferry lay through
West Twenty-third street. By a re-
markable coincidence, she reached
Seventh avenue a few seconds after
her son had been knocked down anti
seriously Injured by an east-bound
trolley car. car. From the window
of the car, in which she was seated,
she recognised the face of the man
lying on the ground surronnded b
y a
crowd. She, jumped from the
ear nd rushed to his side. .When he
regained consciousness his mother'.
face was the Ore thing that me
t his
gage. Believing her to be In Phi
l&
delpbia, he cosicl not account for her
presence. In hiadased .condlUon t
he
doctors who responied with the a
m-
bulance from' the New York hospi
tal
thought It best not to tell him 
of the
psychic 'phenomenon wh iche broug
ht
her to his side. Mrs. Cooper bore 
up
bravely during the strange reuition.
but whet the ambulance drove away 1
she fan 
,
4,tod. moaners. I make a specialty pf jo1,4 DR. KING BROOKS, dentist, kaa
The young man Is badly, I
niiired. !wee* and my prices- are reaeoaable. returned to th
e city and Twat** big
het plat how serious his tajtr 
• if yea will lova 
me a mai hallow edteein 
 nom. I. ,10.1art beftdlaL
the morsrpons will be tingle 10 ,a0 5,11 "'PI 




Sell your real estate. We
will collect your rents, pay your taxes
and relieve you of all worry. Mc-
CraCkeu Real dietate" and Mortgage
Co. New phone 62.
NEWS OF COURTS
Back Tax Collector.
Sheriff Ogilvie has cullocted and
forwarded to the state auditor the
eve on $110,000 worth of property
owned by,' Haunter Bros., for Ave
"ears. The total amounted to about
$0:046. Auditor's Argent Emery
brought the suit and received the 20
Per cent pentity.--
la Police Court.
The docket in police court toda)
was: Drunk-Charles Bates, colored
11 and costs. Disorderly conduct
liarvey Stringer. colored, $5 and
,.sts. Petit larceny.--Jim Doolin,
naries Grosahardt, 10d Faris and
trthur Dunn( 'all dismissed excep.
r;imoiheardt. who was held to the
4rand Jury with bond of $104'. Ma-
whets shooting-Dave Kellog, color-
•(.1, hold to grand jury with bond Ai
1300_
' Marriage Lieettseis.
W. A. Rappolee and Lazie Curd.
runi.ic LIBRARY.
Following is the report of
Baynham, librarian of the Paducah
pnblic library, for the *rat quarter of
190e:
Books circulated, 13.157, Increase
over last quarter of 2.645.
Reference books used, 2.730, in-
'ease ober last quarter of 737.
Attendance In gen-T.-rat reading room
Attendance in children's room. 2,-
654. increase over last quarter of5437.
Sunday atzendance in reading
rooms (hours 2 to 5 p. m.) 32,5.
Books mended in library 4163 of
this number were renewed and backs
replaced) 220.
Written notices sent for overdue
books, 40.
('onections from overdue ▪ book.,
lost books, sale of postals and new
cards, $12.04), increase over last quer-
er of $12.46.
-Rooks -accessioned, - -
Books catalogued, 12(1,
xt•s:papers tbound iulutHes) at'-
Ilc Saturday, April 4th
HART'S1
Saturday Scalers
Is the exceedingly low and
hence very attractive price' Hart
has placed on the articles named
below. .* .
MINK, llc CASH. NO PHONE ORDERS
2 qt. tin coffee pots, nut meg grater,
2 qt. measure, muffin tin, 4 qt coal oil
can, ice chisel, galvanized pails, granite
wash pan, 6 qt. bucket, 10 inch files,
4 qt. milk pail, collanders, 10 qt. dish
pan, 6 qt. milk pan, granite cake pan,
granite pie pan, 4 qt. granite pudding
pan, granite soap dish, granite fry pan,
granite ladle, octagon cake pan, flour
sifter, butcher knife, tin w:sh pan, 12
boxes carpet tacks, potato slicers.
GEO. 0. HART & SONS CO.
Incorporated.
ressioned, IC. Sabecribers Inserting want ads in
New elaPX11 ht pkt b°13"-- The--San will 
kingly remember that
ed and prepared for ciiiiilatleitS
si: au rich-re-emit skrt. to be paid- foe when-,
Additions and changes to catalogue the ad is inserted, fee
 rule poysnig
tray, shelf-list cards, book-labels and
 to every one without exception.
pockete, 292. BOY WANTED 311% B'way.
Cards alphabeted,-1,000.
New borrowers' cards issued. 309.
(10 'of this number replaced ol
d bor-
rowers' cards withdrawn.)
Borrowers: cards withdrawn on ac
-
euuot' of removal from city or 
death,
Borrowers' old cards renewed, .191
,
Reserve cards seat te patron; 199.
Hooks rebound by ?dairymen. 109.
'Paducah daily newspaeters b
ouud
by Mailmen. If, volunits
Books donated, n, as follows, viz:
"How the World is Fed"
-American
Finok company, New York City;
 "100
New Money-Making Plans for 
Un-
trained Women"-s--C.. W. I.ewls. 
Fa-





New tuagagaiines added, 
"Fores-
try and Irrigation" and 
"Tropical
America."
OLD YOsi.CNTARIC ARMY 
PASEIES.
•
Territorial 'Military Is F.
etabladied in
Great Britain.
London, April 2.-With the
 stroke
ef meinight Great Britain
's voIuntser
army tes:ame a thing of the 
past after
an existence of forty-Ma
e years, and
a territorial army. Int
roduced by War
Secretary Haldane, reigns In 
its stead
The volunteer forces 
throughout the
country celebrated their 
:last post", E. C. COPELAND, fresco 
artist,
at their.' respective 
ireadquarters by church. hall and residence
 work a
dinners and other 
celebrations, the specialty. Old phone 2611.
fertivitiee, however. tak1hg on 
some' FOR RENT-Five-room cottage,
wl,;at of a sad chararter. owing 
to the all modern conveniences. Inquire 533.
disappearaace „of the old 
association.iNorth Shah.
As midnight struck ther
e were stir-1 MIONICY TO LOAN on real estate.
ring scenes ea to who would 
be the Phone, 765. I.. D. Sanders, 318 South
hest to enlist In the new 
body, many




Hong Kong, April 2.--The boycott
against Japanese goods Instituted as
a reeult of the Tatou :Meru In
cident
Is spreading. Forty firms in 'Ho
ng
Kong announce that they will not
sell Japanese goods. All arcing 
the




FOR heating and Eastwood risk
437. F. Levin.
FOR SALE-Cabbage and tomato
plains. Old phone 936.
WANTED-Ten reliable girls 11)
canvass city. Apply at once 335
North Sixth street.
TO EXCHANGE-A 1-horse elec
Uric motor DI a trade for -S-horse;




dren's dresses and underwear. -Mrs.
Hughes, 615 Jefferson street.
FOR SALE-Several delivery wag-
ors for sale or trade, also cash regis-
ters for sale at Jake Biederman Gro-
cer) and Baking company.
HORSE WANTED-Trade for bet-
ter stock; will give difference. Apply
FOR RENT-Fie-room cottage. 828 South Tenth street. Old phone
1032 Monroe. Apply to Ir. M. Fisher. 921.
FOR. RE-XT--lottralahesl_rgo_m with EXCHANGE Lofr fur horses. Well
board, 32-6 South Thtrd, located lot. Would take one
 or two
WANTED-Vomere and boarders, horees In 
exchange. P. H, McGuire,
Apply 912 Broalway. 
Gen. Del., city.
C. M. CAGLE, dealer in coal and
feed. New phone 975.
WANTED--Position by experienced









- J. K71(0-11413-A'N horse shoeing,





aged white lady to do housework. Ad-
dress I. care Sun.
P R SALIC--Barred Plymouth
Rock eggs, 60c for 15. Old phone
1440.
Sixth street.
WANTED-A carriage horse. Ap-
aly 13/ South FOurth street. Con-
tractor Weikel.
--WANTED- Position with gta.
firm: 15 years' experience. Sailers no
object. Address 517 North 15th, J.13.
FOR RENT-Three up to date
rooms, furnished or unfurnished. Old
phone 1415.
FOR SALE-Four good honsaili
excellent condition. Johns/on-Denier
Coal Co. Pones 24)3.
1F1O-R RENt---?-43lit room brialtiweit
Mg. Fourth and Washington Apply
to 417 Washington. Phone 2130.
-PLAT for rent, tipper or lowet,
Seven rooms. Apply Thereinto& flats,
419 Washineton: Old phone 2130.
tifute on easy payments, four
rooms, two porches, pantry, etc., Mc-
Cracken Real Estate It Mortgage Co
New phone 62, old 765.
FOR CLEANING wall paper, clears-
For
,
 Information apply to Recrolting tine andscouring carpets. painting and
Officer  New Richmond House, Pa- i repairing, 
ran at South 
Ninth
ducah. Ky. _ or phone 338-a.
• TAKE-PLE-ASUK-E-Iii annotine • OliTthist old suti-of 
last -Year
hug to my friends and the pubile that
I have opened a complete shop for
doing plumbing and gas fitting at
1713 Broad street. For the past ten
years I have worked for the largest 
LOST-A good ride If you don't
plumbing establishments In Paducah 
tiny* your Nutty. phaeton or surrey
from Powell. Rogers I/ Co.. ineornor
and feel competent to handle anything
in my line, to the satisfaction of my 
ated, 131 North Third street.
and have it cleaned and preeeed by
James Daffy, 14outh Ninth near Broad-
way, aon.it will look !Ike new '
WANTED-For U. S. army: Able-
bodied unmarried men barvipen ages
I IS and 35; cltIsens of the Unit
ed
State,. of good charade" and temper
ate habits, who can epees, read and
write English. Men wanted tor
service In e.'uoa and the Philippines.
-MEN-Our illustrated catalogue sa-
piens how _w_e teach Deriver trade In
few weeks, mailed free. Illioler Bar-
ber College, St. Louis. Mo.
-4'0R SALE-Certificate good tel
$86 on purchase of Baldwin piano or
planets. Address J. L. R.. care Sun,
meeting what you will give for it.
AIJBERT BAGWELL has eggs for
sale from -20 varieties of thorough-
bred fowls. Write R. F. D. No. 4, or
old phone 733•1.
'MOVING PICTURE OUTFIT coru-
Plete gas and electric attachment
Best wad machine on the Market.
For sale cheap. Address G. J., care
Sun.
NOTICE is hereby given that after
this day I will not be responsible for
any debts contracted by my wife,
Mary Hall. Signed, Dan Hall, April
1908,
it'OR SALE-One 14 horse-pTa-Wii:
gasoline engine. Franklin make. Suit
able for gasoline boat Newly over-
hauled. Will sell at a bargain. Ad-
dress K. I. V., care Sun.
Ladles-Our catalogue explains
how we teach hairdressing, manicur-
ing, metal massage. etc.. in few weeks
mailed free. Moler College, St. Louts,
FOR SALE-Lot • 12x 17:1 feet,
orth side of Jefferson street near
Eleventh. Will sell at a bargan tf
spld now. Also have a fine thoroligh
bred ph bun-dog ntne months old.
Must sell;'leaving town. Both phones
164. C. U. Charnbiln.
rot% SAC compiete ',team
laundry including horse and wagon.
Cheap If sold at once. Ring old
street.
isr.one. o ,sr call42  5724 .8 sou180-a. Xewsephveon
itit:
5g
FOR RENT -Orts, small cottage
opposite Yelser park on Seventh
street between Washington and Clark.
sileo storeroom and mesh dieellinp
Apply to Jake Biederman Grocery and
Baking company.
IXOSIT:-A assail gold pin. Three
holly leaves wtth pearl in center, be-
tween Fourth and. Sixth streets on
Broadway, yesterday aft••rnoon Find-
er please return to 433 Monroe street.
STRAYED OR STOLION-Fox ter-
rier, white and blitek spots, both eyes
black. Had on collar with license tag
No. et Answers name Lucky. Re-.
ward paid for return to 2031 Jeffer-
son.
BE GRADUATE NURSE - Barn
$20 to $3$ weekly. We provide Home
Study Ureteral. Hospital practiee
*whet desired. lhaployamet for 1011.
001111. irradiates. Loge* 
Training
Ilehoot. world. Writs,, !Pee book.









GREATEST {IF GALL TONICS
•
Very few persons are aNe to pass the Spring season with any
degree of physical comfort, without the aid of a tonic. Our systems
change with the Changing seasons, and more is required of the blood.
from which source our bodies receive their nourishment and strength,
at this particular season than at,others.
During the cold Winter months we do not exercise as freely as in
warmer weather, the skin ts not as active in removing the waste. and
refuse matter, and the other avenues of drainage are dull and sluggish.
in their work. Thus the impurities which should pass off are left in
the system, and are absorbel into the blood.
When Spring comes and all nature, takes • on new lire, *e change
our mode of living, and greater demands are made on the blood for
nourishmenrand strengdf to enable us to meet the changed'conditions.
But the Winter accuintalaiions have polluted the blood and destroyed its
nutritivetqualities to such an extent-that it is not able to supply the
increased needs of the system, and
we suffer in consequence.
Our physical machinery seems
to get "out of gear," and suffers
from debility, weakness; nervous-
ness, loss of appetite, etc. Sleep
is not refreshing. there is a con-
stant worn-out. feeling, :Ind we do
not feel equal to performing the
ordinary duties of daily L.:.
When ihe system is in this dis-
ordered- condition it must have
assistanoef it must be aided with a
tonic, and it should be a medicine
which has the additional qualities
of a rst-class blood purifier, for to
restore health the blood must be
cleansed of all impurities.
S. S. S. is the. best Spring
tonic, and it is recognized as the
oldest and best blood purifier. It is
made entirely of roots and herbs of the forests and fields, and as it does
not contain the slightest trace of mineral in any form, i:, especial"
adapted for a systemic remedy, and has the additional value of being
absolutely safe for young or old. S. S. S. re-establishes the healthy
circulation of the blood, rids the body of that run-down, worn-out feel-
ing, improves, the appetite and digestion, and brings about a return of
health and streneh to those whose systems have been weakened and
.depleted. S. S. S. acts more promptly and satisfactorily than any
• other.medicine, And those who are beginning to feel the need of a tonic
to fortify themselves Against the unpleasant conditions which come with
,Spring, should commence its use at_oncg,,._Not_only will it tone u,,
''the system, lii7iifivill'nici---veitiY-filiiih-OTTFOnTrhe-bla7xt-aiiiftirevent
an outbreak of Eczema, Acne, Tetter, Poison Oak, Poison Ivy', or
other skin disease or eruptiop. which is so .common at this season.
S. S. S. is for say at all drug stores.
TILE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
-Last Spring my blood was
out of order and my system
was completely run down. I
needed a tonic badly. I tried
..ttier medicines which did me
little or no good, and then I
commenced S. S. S. I had not
used it long before I felt better.
and, aftsr taking it a anon".
while my blood was thorough-
ly cleansed. and my general
health restored. S. S. S. gave
.11Iae a fine complexion, in-
 d my weight and
strength, and acted as • very
refreshing, invigorating tonic
to my entire system. As • tonic
S. S. S. can not be equaled.
'That is my OkAD:012, of it.Ind if
I could, I would induce even/
one to use it in-the Spring.
PRANK APPLEGATE,
Box 804 Wellsville, Ohio.
Denekloes by Small WhLiam.
Dust—Mud with the juice squeezed
out.
Ice—Water that stayed out too late
ilind wen/ to sleep.
with.
Stomach—The home of the swal-
Fan—A thing to brush warmth off
low. r.
Salt—That what makes your po-
tatoee taste bad if you don't put some
In.
Junction—A place where two rail-
toads separate.
Wakcfulaess—When your eyes are
all the time coming unbuftened.
ReeposibIlity—Wbat wouln Ise or
one butten if .the other one should
Come off my trousers.
Admittance—Price 25 cents; chil-
dren under 12. 15 cents.
When • fellow hiss low temperature
be has cold feet; when he has h:gb,
be's .hot-beaded —Judge.
rtt ic !s nothing b tter than Kodo.1 for
speds.a ird:g•_stion sour stomach.
belching of gas and nervous headache
It digests what you eat. Sold by a)
druggists.
. •
Don't you feel sort.; for the 300-
pound womkn who tries to aet kit-
tenish?









Stands Like a Stone Wall
Two CO* Nernst Hogs—is PractIsaIIy htdeetrustlide
- -T I a.
a. a • ...11• i a a a.
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Buy your new fence for years to come. Get the big, heavy wires, the
hinge jointsthe good galvanizing, the exactly proportioned quality of steel
'bat is not too hard nor too soft.
We can show you this fence in our stock and captain its merits and
superiority, not way Ia the NU but ia the field. Coon aid see es and get
our prices. •





Four Mu m YVNe Operated in
Every State West.
Greatest Land Frauds reels Known le
This coustry--Cares Called
l'esterday.
110011 %Wag for the 'Mat four Years..John A. Scores Is resarded as the
principal in the alleged consinitaci-
Fur many years be has been a permit-
pent figure on the Pacific coast. Marty
, in life he went from Ohio to' San
Francisco, where he established him-
self as surveyor. laird agent and real
estate operator. From 1876 to 1879
he held the odlce of Untted Slat%
depuey surveyor. Then be proceeded
to organize the Benson land rtng
seeking to control the contracts for
snrveying government 'gnats - For the
nt-it six years he and his crowd con-
trolled all contracts 'for surveyina
goverement lands In California and
the neighbedIng states._
DEFENDANTS ARE WEALTHY.
Benicon's Career in Courts.
1885—Indicted 18 Ilsoes ii Callforn:a
for land fraud*. •
1887—Under 21 indictments for con-
•apiracy.._
IFel—Takes uppeals, gets his cases
shifted from euurt trkedurt and
I tin;-----Venipronvises with the goverc.
4 meta and civil actions are corn
obtains many adjournments.
ineoe-si against
19412 --Imlieted at Watchington, D. C.
for brifecry of government oat-
vials.
1903— Indleted at Washington for der
fruuding the United States.
I 9111---Arres4ed In New York for bells
cry.
I i.o.1--Indictevi at Vi'allngtoti for
eonsaciracv and bribery. •
9 o 7—Convicted of conspkacy and
sentenced to ten Jeara pris-
on; ease appealed.
Washington. April 2.—After repeat
ededelays and postponements, folio A.
Benson. J. H. ast neider, Henry P.
Dimond and Frederick A. Hyde, real
coate operators of the Pacific coast,
act. finally to face the bar of justice
slid answtr to charges of conspiracy
to defraud the 'United States out of
valuable timber coneeeslons in nearLY
every state west of the afisaissippl
river. These four defendants. accord-
ing to the -government officials. ace
the ring-leaders of tbe most stupend-
oas laud frauds ever brought to light
in this country.
The cases were called for trial
before Judge Stafford. The trial
Is e\p-rteci to consume naarby three
monihs, as nrofi.'than 2710 WitneseeS
may be examined. Congress recently
authorized die expenditure necessary
to cooduct time prosecution and direct-
approxinnsting $50,000. be borne blv the govern-
ment sad no portIon charged against
the District. of Columbia. Iff WheEe
courts the trial is to take place. The
ease of the proaecution will be hand-
lc a by United States Attorney Bak-
es. Special Assistant United States
1ttorney Pugh and Francis J. Rene).
o' San Francisco, special counsel for
the United States in th•••prosecution
is( land nauds. The defendants ltive
errgaged eminent counsel. tnelndtng,
Attorneys A. S. 'Worthington, R. Gol-
den Donaldson and A. A. Etirney. with
three assistants.
The ease agninst Denson. Dimond.
;:iclInc! ler and Hyde have been drag-
If You
•
Int2nd buying a yhoto-
graphic instrument, let
us show you an
. EASTMAN KODAK
We hale tam in stock
from 11.0n to $20. We
keep all the supplies
and do your developimi
promptly. Remember
there Is no Imitation as
good as the original. It















Reports of Benson's operation* fin-
ally led to an official Investigation, m
a result of which seventy-six In-
dictments were returned against Ben-
son and hie associates. In 1885 and
1X6 B.evon himself NSA. Indicted no
lees than twenty-fonr Mies. Wealth
od influence were eniPpioyed to pre-
vent the trial of the eases. Meanwhile
special agents of the government were
sent to San Francisco to_mak a thor-
ough Investigation of state and feder-
al facials who had protected Benson
They found that the Southein Pacific
ratIrOltd, as well as a number of prom
inent officials were interested in tha
/*UPON contracts. Although the ve-
stal agents completed their evidence
the cases were repeatedly postponed
and never came to trial. .
Frof NS? to I X% the Benson cases
chugged through the United States
courts. In the latter year Benson
and his associatts, having anralsed a
large fortune In California. widened
their peld• of operations to include
°retrofit, Washington and other states.
Tacit came the Investigation started
by Secretary Hitchcock In 1903, re-
rultIng in charges InvolvIng Senttor
Mitchell, Representative Binger Herr-
man and others of prominence. As a
result of the erkleinet!brought to light
I' these trials ifaiieon WAS convicted
at San Francisco in August. 1907. of
eenspiracy to defraud the governmeat
out of 12,e'asi acres of land and sen-
t:•need'to ten years' imprisonment. Ile
appealed the ease and has since been
at liberty under $34n4100 bond. Nqw
with a fortune eftlmated at $20.1100.-
(410. he and his associates must again




For the complete cure of Coughs.
Colds. Asthma and Bronchitis and all
Lung complaints tending to Consume-
note Liverwort. Tar and Wild
Elie- for ages maratilaeZ an ea
cothmed his career along the old linos,
never attained such remarkable sue-
cots as that which marked his earlier
efforts.
"I've been a wicked man and a ter-
rible liar," lie told a fr.end who
dged with him, -but it's al over
now."
The friend stepped from the room
for a moment. leaving Benham lying
on a couch, sipping a cup of tea
When he retuined the arch-rwiudier
was dead.
DeWitt's t'arhul.zeti Witch Haze:
lane. It is c-pec,a11) good for piles
Solid by all druggists.
His Substitute.
Wimp it tvecaine necessary dhring
the dell war to resort to the draft in
order to provide recruits for the Union
armies—many men who did not care
to go toithe front, or could not afford
to do so, organised themselves into
clubs or groups for mutual protection.
When one of their number was draft-
ed, an amesament was made upon all
of them, and the money (bps raised
wait used In hiring a 'substitute. „
An organization of this kind was
formed in a small town in Illinois, and
one of the members, a stalwart, fine-
looking man, was drafted. With the
money raised by the stipulated as-
sessment he procured a substitute, a
little wizen-faced chap, who {crooked
like a scared rabbitlie took itim to
the office of the Provost Marshal.
"Mrs..' Marshal," he said, "here Is
my substitute."
"I see" answered the officer, dryly,
as he looked at the two men. "ninny
how people like Iso get the best of the
government in a bargain.
coliira sad keep well take Melilla/TRAL Proved .by sure than arty years
of ass le Webb" why beet triwith pmerver,
all dealers. aboasulliell par ttle lt
wieher and bleed purifier. xi maw
Psudence: "Yeast—"In German
tobacco shops each purchase entitle.
the patron to one telephone calf."
CrImsonbeak—"I suppose that Is en
a maa who buys a cigar can have tffe
opportunitkof telling the dealer what
he thaits of the cigar after he smokes
It, It's safer than telling It to his
face."---Yonkers Statesman.
PILES! PILEST- PILES!
W:11Iams' Indian Pile Otatment will
Cure Blind, Bleeding and Itching piles
It absorbs the tumors,, allays Itching
at once, acteas a poultice, gives in-
'bunt relief. Williams' Indian Pre
Ointment Is prepared Kir Piles and.
tut of tbaciseltlider ita-Esidrisy„ •-t
druggists. mall 510c and $1.00. Wil-
liams' M'f'g. Co., Props:. Clevelaad.O.




kitchen work on a
stove that's ready
at the instant wanted,
and out of the way the
moment you're done.
Such a stove is the New
Perfection Wick, Blois
Flame Oil Cook tov e.
By using it you avoid the
continuous overpowering
heat of a coal fire and cook
with scomiort, even in dog-
days The
NEW PERFECI1ON
Wick Blue Flame Oil Cook-Stove
is so constructei that it cannot,ndd pm-rota:4y to the heat of
a room; thgdame being directed up a retaining chimney to
the stove top where it is needed fog cooking. You can
se* that a StOVII sanding out heat in but rat di-
rection would be preferable on a hot day to
a KOSS radiating heat in all directions, The
"New Perfection" keeps a kitchen unifor-nly
comfortable. Three sizes, fully warranted.




cootenient scosanical and a peat light





Contractors for Painting and Paper flapging
Prices Reasonable Ail Work Guaranteed
Both Phonrem (MI
a
lished_reputation as a standard Cough
Remedy. It contains no opium or
harmful drug: can be given with
safety to children. Price $1.00. Sold
by druggists. Williams' ItTg. Co..
Props Cleveland, OE
BOLDEST tROOK -
OF HIS DAY DIES
LONDON, April 1,—Richard
Benham is dead. The Police say he
was the cleverest crook of modern
times. He was hiding In humble
lodgings In Soho when he died De-
tectives were seeking him at the time
for 'complicity in a bogus bank bus:-
nets. Whether or not he left much
money is- yet uncertain. He_made
enormous sums, but was a royal
spender.
r %Benham was. a thorough thief.
When he set out to rob a min he was
never satiated with a part of his vic-
tim's money. There was no let up
until ho was drained dry.
I Richard was a law clerk's sot,. His
father died penniless and threw ern
on his own -resources. He began bis
career in 1878 by tailings hardhead-
ed bank manager-such stories of his
itealth and landed estates that the
man lent him $760.
Denham went to Brussels with the
money, spent It. raised more on a
series of bogus checks, was arrested
and literally striated his accuses; out
of prosecuting him They lost their
money, too.
In 1854 Iasi opened the Western
Bank of Lenten. It collapsed- six
months later. The 'bookkeeping was
so loose that no one ever knew defi-
nitely how much its promoter made
!out of it Irvin- its °glees and fertile
I ture were secured oe credit. Benham
trempromised with tis ereditoes for a
!shilling or two on the pound and
esislipcd prosecutit!on again.
Two sears later he began borrow.
!mg motley from the London and Gene-
ral hank on the strength of • bogus
It.' kept Nis up for seven years
i and obtained altogether $250,000.
Whi'e carrying on this fraud Ben..
'ham maintained- band-nn'.' establish-
ments in Piccadilly., at Brighton and
at Turuhridge Wells. He borrowed
money froM every one who would
lend. One victim alone let him have
il0.0a0ret,u tnot a pepny of which was
ever 
i In one of his levels companies he
succeeded in Intereetlog Viee-Pres1-
dent Mnndella. of the council for edit
cation, of Oladstone's cabinet.
I Finally the London, and General
i bank reached the end of Its resources,
found It cool.' forever efitling from
:Benham and !filled. The company in
which Mundell& haffIgured also went
in the wafl. aad the minister, an Irmo-
trent sufferer. Rade a pathetic speech
,In the hones' et eislaniOns, end re-
signed his politica) diner, ruined .
I , For his fraud* oaths London and
General hank, Peniam got a long
'term of Imprisonitteet. 'Be was much
 i ,broken when reiedbed and though be
I
The Bride--"I think tiviii_looks like
a nice, respectable place for us to eat.
Ja”fil- See, it stirs. 'tables reserved
for ladies,'" Mite Groom' (in mar-
prisel-- -"But, darn it, Silly, don't





These are the foundations upon
which we are building success.
(nu horses are groomed to the
pink of condition al wept and our
equipment the best, yet our
prices are extremely reasonable.









tion do moth balls give,
for preserving furs and
clothes that their use is
almost universal. The
time for putting away
winter wear is at hand
and as long as they last






Seventh and Bit adway,
Ise Risen Ili
City Transfer Co.
C. L. Van Meter, Manager.




• • • nor RIM 1874.
THE CITY NATIONAL BANK
PADUCAH, KRETVCRY.
UNITED STATER DIMONITORT.
Capital. Surplus and Csdivided Profile 01100,000 0111
•Bbaretvoiders Responsibility    100,000 00
Total Responsibility to Deportees  000.000 00
S. B. HUGH1101, Presiiiene. SON. J. FRIEDMAN. Vies ifteridesit.
J. C. UTTERRACK. (liabier. C. R RICHARDS)N, A. Cashew'.
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSIT'S.
DIRECTOIRS.
A. g, ANsr trITTTI, ft B. MEGRIM S. A. YOWLER, 1. L. loam
MAN. J. C. IMTEMBACIlt, DR A G. BROOKS, BRACK OWRN.
House Cleaning Season is at Hand
Ynu'll *ant carpets cleaned. We don't
BEAT them; we CLEAN them. Thit's what
you want. .•. .• .• .• • •
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REAL ESTATE PRICE LIST.
Call, Semi or Tel.p6t..e for it.







Steamers Joe Fowler and John
Hopkins. leave Paducah for Evanb
vine and way landings at 11 a m.
THE STEAMER DIM FOWLER
Leaves Paducan ter Cairo and we;
landinge at a. na. sharp, daby, ez
cept Sunday. *pedal excursion ratet
now in effect from Paducah to Calm
arid retarliA_ with Or without meals
sad room. -Good meals 'sad table its
in rimmed.
For Ihirther Information aim* U
S. A. Fowler. Gireral Pass. Agent, oi






FOR THE TENNESSEE RIVER.
STRAMER CIA-DS
peeves Paducah for Tesulasime Rim
-*eery Walinawkr:IdAelarzilk-
..
A. W. WRIGHT Walla
RUGHNIC nonnanW . Ow.
This company ti not responall.,,e
for invoice cherges unless cense.*
by las Mark of the boat.
Spoctal szeursiou rates from Fats
lean to Waterloo Fare fur tbe round
trtp $8.00. Leave* Paducah ever,




eannwil'aall bent Was ta lit. Oh)
SOW 1111100. • Two large samiph
Palwa. ;BM wisma, Ilaft•
No 'sly soalowlly teeten new es
• ale des. -




The following reduced rates
are annonneed:
at tittn tiltAR
New Orleans, La.. March 3,
ISOM
For the above oecasion the
Illinois Central Railroad corn-
any Wilt sell round trip tick-
eta on February G. 27, 2a.
TS and On March .1 and 2.
1$011 for •11.55, rood re-
turning until Illath 10, 1908.
For information, apply to
City Ticket Onion, Fifth and
Broadway or Union Demi,
J. T. DONOVAN,









UM ALL MOAT Pad LUNG MUIR $1.
GU 5/AGTOR
lam makiog suits for $25.00
and up in my nevi star
so if you. want an Easter Suit made
come and give me a call. I ae all
peel workmen bud my work ia all
done in my store. lodun't have .my








Flykyte I hear Tdm and his wife
nave had ornible about h.-t -doctor.
St) ky no - Yes. you see, while lie
%grecs that the needs modkal alten-
1,441. he objects to the kind of atten-
loin her doctor gives 4ier.-.(pril
Smart Set.





for all Kidney and
Bladder Diseasea.
SMALL AS A PILL
-EASIER :TO TAKE-
Two doses give relief. and -one box
will cure asy ordinary case of Kid
coy or bladder trouble. Removes
oirmsfel,-. cures Diabetes, Seminal
I.:mill-I-ions, Went and Lame Back,
itheunsatiam, and all Irregularities of
tbe KidneYa and Biadder in both
men and women. Sold at :"..41 cents
Per ben on the so cure no-pay basis
by McPherson's; Drug store, Fnurth
And Broadway. sole agent for Padu
-alt, or sent by nail upon receipt of
,rit.e by Lark Medicine Co., Louts'
.111e, KY.
11I the patent medicines and
toilet articles advertised in taie
paper are on sale at!
McPherson's Dru g Store
fourth and Broadway.
-
OPERAT01111 aro WA Ni t.t)on-arceunt of am,
I-bour w. galla..y wires are cut big
Dra u glum's College. f• 'T. students' mie. 4
BOOIIIIEEPING weelh''" en"tors, by not acre
reship 1. • • ,••••••to ',1st he roar
mars gookteepingIn 1111:th mouths ma*
they do In HI.
SHOItTlIAND 75 "r erril n" TT. arob 1 t t;••porir e write
, the short tart I., .1•1 pihtin teaches-TI I g REST
, POSITIONS F.;,ttrverTL1ne7, instreog:
[ ipe.i. 8300.000.0Q Cll.,tal. lin.1 li elan,
10 weare ticsItlims under reasoned.
I
enliTletriclr 4 A° Pri1:71ryll."?.1'n":::.; 11'1' :Irliivr.."4"1•'.3:boa.trj;'Inirr="Inc .
i.n4
DRAUGHON'S
PRACT iCAL BUSINESS COLLEGE 
1.1 al•-••••.• hi MAW
(IllemParated.)
PADUCAH-814 Broadway.
or Memphis or it. Loui•,
JIENRY MAMMEN, JR.
ILIMIOVND TO THUM AMA
IIINTUCHT.
wed Nasabsd. Bask Wert. Lops
sad Library Work a wweialty.
When you want quail-
-ty, either in cut flowers,




579 Broadtm. pott Pim III
CHARGES FRAUD
AGAINST I. C.
Attorsey General Says. $15,-
000,000 Not Accounted For.
%mended 11111 With Seimational
;oleo's outcome of Governec
Detzeeses Suit.•
••••••111.
STATE IS 144111HED 1110 1441IRE.
Springfield. III., Aorll 2.-"False
*ad- feauditient statements!' prepared
with the jetuntion of defrauding the
state, aye cheesed egaiust offloials 
the iiiinses central Railroad company
in the amended bile for, an eccounting
prepared be the enemies- general's de-
partment in the sett instituted against
the company by leoternor -Denten.
lffie sum not accounted for is fixed 'et
the bill at $11.temetioo. All sorts et
manipulations are charged against the
railsioad company. .
''The company has emitted unfe;r
and craftily prepared rule's," declare('
the big, "uniform only in cheating the
state."-- .
If the position of the state is eor-
r«tt, the charter line, upon which 7
per cent of the gross earnings stout.'
be paid over to -the state in lieu of
taxation, has been milted in every
manner oonceivable to. the cunning
minds isf mei? skilled In auchenanism-
lations. Subsidlary.'companios of, vari-
ous aorta have been formed and al-
ways. it is cheesed in 'the bill, for no
other purpoee than to defraud the
state of this just•proportion. of the
eerningir Of the 'road. Traffic is not
wee diterted from the charter line to
the nonechsrter Masi ot -the system.
taut, whenever it is possible to avoid
a (tarter line haul.. some arbitrary
..nd insentems plan is eeolved where-
is, all except a small portion of the
.  tine- setritingit is directed to-
another channel of the, itomPanY's
famines,. so Oust the state maw be
mulcted of it'. share. •
-Whine 1,rovea-/tIg-Drirhe • r
TheThiro bridge is owned absolute-
ntra1ljytJ,
tilftWiraliefrittireltattief ostahilitt
.45 a rebtalt..while the etate fails to
see lie stare of tone-half the bridge
oiraings." taull hi collected for the
Midge upon every pound of freight
OYIPTted to or from. the charter line
tie the bridge+. It is said that in in-
states's- niOrts is paid for the hard
across the Cairo bridgethan for tee
haul over tire ',barter, line front (Niko
LI) Chicago. - -
....From the time the Cairo bridge was
eeened In June. 1s91), to Oct. 31,
1916, there was taken ourof the lilt-
not. erntral earnings as' bridge toils
$14.995.441. In tier year ending Out.
31, 1906. the Illinois Cent's) was
Ilarseel 82,..s47.0.-..8 for bridge toile at
tils point. At the same time the elo-
tele and Ohio railroad paid $21.3,110
for this use of the bridge, :making the
haat earnhigs for the year about V.-
:100.4fl. one-hgtf of this Rpm of $141.-
991111. it is charged. WWI dedaeted
Srom the earnings of the charier line
before anything was paid into the
state treasury, and no aceounting err
win niade to the etate for any of th.p-,
amount. -
More Wilhelm Held tint.
; Similar conditions are cited asex-





Aches and rains in Side, Back or
Swolk-n Joints All
Disappear.
By Tektites Botanic Blood Balm, Thou-
sands of Illiesmaties Cured By
It.
le note that slum the state's suit was
Instituted the company has voluntari-
ly jumped the apportionment for ex-
press busintees to the diaries. Hoe front
$1..titotl, a month. which it had averag-
ed for many yeers past. to $67.4to.)
a month, the new figures appearing
le the last report, submitted to the
it ate...last December, festering for
ur months of July, august, Septem-
be, and October of last year s
Other Frauds Charged.
Anothcr offense laid to the railroad
LARGE SAMPLE FREE TO 
ALL. company almears in the taming "of





around so you have
to use crutches:,




ti-ramovit Amery -=styinoteior -bee&
H. R. IL sends a rich tingling flood of
warm, rich, puss blood direct to the
paralyzed nerves. bona and joints, giv-
ing warmth and strength just where It
Is needed, and in this way making a
perfect, lasting, cure of Rheumatism in
all its foram B. B. B. invigorates the
I•lood, making It pure arid rich and at
same time destroys the active poison
In the blood which causes Rheumatism.
frequently causeltheumatIsm. *. IL R.
It, It. It. has made thosand• of cures of
rbeun•aiIstrt after all other medicines,
14aiments and doctors have failed to
help or cure. Week. vosiestire kidneys
frequently C41111641 Rheumatism. B. B.-B.
help or cure. Wasik. lloartlraVtklaera
draining oft all dlaease matter and all
',tic eel& so the urine flows freely and
naturallk.-
BOTANIC nt.oct• nAt.m. IL R.)
eoxfppruesrse.
is pleasant and safe to take; composed




1 PER LARGE Dtp_11.LE
with dive ens for honte,curee
Said In Paducah. Ky.. ny R. W.
Walker * Co., W. J. Gilbert, Lang,
Bros., Alvcy *1.1,st.
and Dubuque bridge over the Moots,
Isippi at the terminus of anothes of the
read's eharter- lines. This bridge, It
it bet out, has a capital stork -of Ile
,00(1.000, of which $300-eteet was imb-
!scribed by the Illinois Central rail-
read, whdcb shortly after sequired
the entire capital stock. From the
time this hedge yas put Into, commie-
sion until le99 'there was deducted(
from the 'Illinois Central earnings
only $1 0,0')O a year for bridge tolls.
Rut tyithin one munth after the last
.samination of the road's report to
the state by Accountant C. H. Hoe-
worth, at the direction of C‘overnoll
Tanner. the Illinois Oantral -began
paring the bridge company an arbi-
trary toll on all freight earri d over
tbe bridge, and in ttie six years up to
14105 a total of $2.X6.11.3.92 was de-
ducted. The total hcIdge toll deduct-
ed since 1877 aggegatee $6.311.392,
alid the bill charges that one-half of
this amount was wrongfully deducted -
from the charter line and never Te-
petted to ibe state.
lAttleArtt for Illate.
The state enigeted. that It is toile
fair. just and equitable to aetiortton
sciatieal, lumbago.  ""it 
of
"1"1143' Whir"
R:lesle 7:0.ne eases enly the usual rate is (tarps.'
tbe symptoms at to Chicago and the switching eharges
nono,atein;spittlinene v. at, that point are deducted from the
o charter line earelton. It Is set oe'
teat coal, iron, ties and other material
is carrhed over the charter lines in Illi-
nois In great quantity for use on non-
charter lines and for whitb no credit
is given; ttzt wherever uonsehartere
lines parade' charter lines for any
dletaece. the freight Is diverted- over
the eon-charter lines, and the usuel
lent -method of -Hipportionineil
the earnings to the detriment of the
charter line is Made; that for eating
houses., restaurants, hotels and dining
ears operated b the company not a
single dollar or return ever has teen
made; that newspapsr contracts are
made for printing and advertising
and paid for in mileage. for whiles no
credit is made in the gross, earnings
of the charter line, and that the Chi-
eago office building at 57 Michigan
avenue, owned and formerly ocellliie6
as the company offices, has netted
30‘.133 in rentals, for which no ae-
counting has been made to the state.
• Big Sums for Rebate:4.
The bill further. makes the charge
that large sums are paid ont in unlaw-
ful rebates, which are deducted front
the gross earnings of the charter
lives; that rolling- stock belonging to
the charter line is used on non-charter
limes without remuneration; that She
terminal facilities' of the charter lints
are used by the non-charter line
without remuneration, and that the
big elevators in Chicago, and one at
Cairo, are lewd withOut an aceourit-
lug to the state.
DeWItrejsittle Early-Risers, the fam-
ous little liver pills. Sold by all drug-
este. . -
Good doctors knEtw better when
they see an improvement In their pa-
cent would go to the charter line and
her cent to the nn-ehorterJine.
When the haul is from Ch!cagto to
Jackson, Miss., after the bridge arbi-
trary Is deducted, 34 per cent. is ac-
credited to the charVr line and 66
p, r 'cent to the non-charter line, not-
withstanding the fact that ' Cairo.
where two lines join, is exactly half
way between the two points.
Dubuque Nan Ingenious.
Referring to the traffics ease sued
west via Dubuque. it alleged that
an ingenious scheme was put into ef-
fect after the Illinois Central corn-
had. geinsei control of the hri
at laubuque, the sole. puel,ose of it-tents:- --
a;hich was to defraud the etate of her 
f•Tifiira6e-ttr• eirnin o r- the'. r-
ter line. which terminates at the
bridge site Dubuque.
In additionsto esesblishing a bridge
nrbitrary of 2 cents a hundred pounds
for-every character of freight carried
over the bridge, the company Is said
to 'have divided the territory along es
tine west of the river into blorks,
filly mile', lei+, agreyeet :alien ge
obtaining in a 'block' tp apply to all
shipmente within that block. On top
o! all this, an artritutly deduction ef
:1st per cent is.mette from tile earnings
tf ell Chiesgo hauls. this iirtvitravy &-
diietion gradine-siewn to -lit per cent
as the river is, reaehed.
Rake-Off 45 Per Cent„,.1
Under this extraoselinary 'plan, in
(-veto of shipment from Chicago to
Dubuque, a bridge arbitrary of 2
ci ntsfa hpndred pounds would first .oe
deducted from the earnings anti-
shift per cent of the remainder
vesuld be allotted to the charter tine
;led 45 iser cent to the nonerharti r
tiotwithstatuUng there is Moo-
leteltetio non-chart r in the haul.
tile Dutinqae railroad yards seartine
from the bridge ;spore:1.3h and being
owned by the brelge company.
Even after this division, en aria,-
trary deductive of 30 per cord of the
rharter line's portion of the earnings
is -thett made etifore the statcs api0),•.
tin nment is tearrpteett. It is contend-
ed in the bill that every cent charged
for the Ctleago-leibuque haul :demi.'
gut to the chart. r line's cartings.
Between Ctreago and Julien. Iowa.
fern. or five miles besond Dubuque,
the earnings arts divided :15 Per cent
to the charter ales and 45 per cent to
the non-charter line, whereas. it is
maintained tile di3:elon *Wield be IC
and 5 per cent. according to the mile-
age. •
Rules Are Arbitirsuly.
In the division of the Illinois; earn-
ings between the charter and non-
cheater lines, it !a contended in the
hill, -the Mine' rule does not apply. to
any two branches. and: in many In-
staneee not to diffirrent stations on
thessame noneharter line. Experts
for the slate hate dug out at random
frem the record' et the (ompany
numerable case showing tilt unfair-
Pets of the method. In rove._
These atbitrarv systems of dettrito
siting the canines, it is contended.
are all fraudulent and indulged in for
'he earninee of thh soystelm tq. the no other pia/neve than to defraud the
eharter and non-charter Thiel Imola: state, there beteg no other reason for
dt dared that the company AMP, bay
- is making iny at 111,-fig all thegg to the esileagedevilis. but
done this, establishing, lostaad, arbi-
trary rules for the division-of the aim
Inge. based on no fixed principle an
not Al al uniform. ' t.
From the railroad coniplears ree-
,nrde it it shown that on tragic 'firth
110 101111 rails„whkt Is much highof
than the through rate, anti appor-
tioning to the chatter line just what
happens' to remain
silow t`fielit-('p" Is made,
A gslistt Dumber of sprelfic (neth-
erl of the foredulettt and unfalemeth-
rids to which the teemed company I
said to he reeortinL are toted It 's
shown that le apprMioning the Oarn-
logs for a haul from Chicago to Jack.
son, Tenn.. after deducting the C.gbro for and never apportioning to the char
bridge arbitrary, 45 per cent ppm he per Hal enywhere near It. keit Pro-
Cheschettlit Use sad 85 per cent to portion of the ear-Wags for mime
be noit-ehartet Rot ereato If privileges..•
rgitgleti *
earnings of every eharacter go Into a
t reemiry
The arbitrary Pcolen1 of r0 Pet
tent of the total Iliraingur of ail
fielakt hauled over either tpe Slue I. -
lend ch. South Chicago. rallIved (bo:h
agirregate less than fire mike; in
and emit; Nile (a4ro thr abrades* arerleitath, and are owned by the Illinois
ilvided by gertue tine "I" central) to either-line that 'happens
Cairo, whkei Is a mmetarter line to handle it Is pointed lo an another
inetance Of flagrant freed.
Big Surplus Piled Cp.
In other allegatiolts !t 13 charged
that the railroad company has tioeum-
elated a surplus in interesteeareing
see-aril-lei Which Oat an anntial income
aggregating approxitnately 83,0o+1..
non; that contracts have been imtered
Lite with express tUdepablea ene
sage In husinees over firve thee, mine
of .the-fhadloinconte being aceounted
NOTICE
'Yopr special- attention is
CaHed to the e'egant assort-
ment of new Spring and
Summer Goods I now have
for you to select from, and
now is the time to order
-that
Easter Suit
My prices are right, style,
fit and workmanship the
beat.






-SAVE MONEY ON YOUR MAGAZINES
It Is a great deal cheaper to place annual sufisor•ptious to •••-
eral magazines at the same thee am! order them all together from
as, than It is to buy the same teas:mines singly or subscribe to them
'separately. Combination elute offers are now suede by "hien snb.
scribers to several, niagasines an secure bargain prices, sometime.
getting three or four magazines fqr the price of one' or two. Sub-
scriptions may be seat to different addresses, if desired, and may be-
gin with any month. Let no know skate magazines you are tak-
nag now or what magazines y(su want to take next year, aid we will







or Woman's Hons. -
Companion $6.00
All for $3.00. Half Price
Reader Magazine ...$2...00


































tkinsplete Subscription Cataliqiue, with beautiful Harrison F.sher
cover, listing all magazines singly and in clubs at lowbat rates, sent
you free on receipt of postal card request.
Central Magazine Agency • • Indianapolis. Indiana.
The Bobbs-MerrillOoMpany.
Couselentiosts. spluttered..
The customs of military service re-1 "Good heavens, man! You don't
quire officers to visit the kitchenedur- call that steff soup, do your'
ing cooking hours to see that the so:- "No, sir." replied the soldier meek-
tilers' food i& properly prepared. One ly. "it's dish-water we was emetYin',
old colonel, who let it be pretty gen- sir."-Everybody's Magazine,
eraLlig.- known that his orders must be
obeyed without question or explana-
tion, once stopped two soldiers who
were carrsing a soup-kettle out of a
kitchen.
- "tferr.-tedit." he grow ledes"-gfee me
a ta.ite of that."
One cif the soldiers rgn and fetched
a` ladle and gave the colonel the de-
sired- taste.-- The - ecrionet at and
Kennedy's Laxative Cough Syrup acts
promptly yet gerrtle on the bowels,
through whichthe cold is forced out 
timeof the system, and at the same m
--ft -affays itirthribouttiou. -Sold by ail-
druggists- ••
Be sure you can bold your own he-
-fore at tempilagsto-set -married
Jack Beam
Distilled in the spring of
1900. Sold in bottles with
_ the government stamp
over the neck, showing
conclusively the age. .• .•
Fbr the cupboard and medicine
chest tb,ere is lathing seperier
NOW is the TIME
to have your GAS STOVE cleaned
and put in good condition for
spring arid summer use. We clean
all stoyes and put in good working
order for the nominal charge of ,$1.
Repairs extra. Stoves' called for
and delivered free. .*
•
• • •
• S. • •
Paducah tight _& Power Co.
-
e •




L. B. OGIL VIE & CO.
A few everyday needs that can
be  had for less at Ogilvie's
Moth Bags
For storing furs, coats, jackets, etc, each_50C
Moth Paper
For lining boxes, wrapping goods and such, to
prevent moth injury, sheet....._
Moth Cards .
100 sheets to box, for placing in winter goods
and such uses, per box.   25C
Ezy Wax
For dressing all manner of wood furniture,
floors, etc. Nothing ever found to equal it.
per can .50c
Bon ,Ami
For cleaning glass, tins, metals, etc.; large size
eake• 10c, 3 for _ 25C
Edith Silver Polish
For cleaning all kinds of silver; guaranteed
harmless, per eon ........ 25C
H. and H. Soap
For cleaning all kinds of carpets, wool goods,
mattings, etc., 15c, 2 for   25C
Edith Glove Cleaner
A perfect glove cleaner for all colors and white,
guaranteed not to - _ 25o.
ro-phy-lac-tk "
Tootle Brushes, Deli eisee, a -standard 35e brush; -
our price 25C
Universal Mach'ne Oil
Supposed to be th
• 
e best oil made for line ma-
chinery 5C
Secoctinc
For sticking everything-for mending china,
glass wood, metal, etc. sells the wold over at
1O.-our price 5C
Toilet Paper
Heavy thick rolls or full large packages 5C
Toilet Paper
Large rolls, twice as mueh, special, :1 for_25C
Whisp Brooms
Full rtraw, well made broom, good grade,
special. 
9 in. Scissors
Made of good steel, good ground edge, a dandy
,• 50e quality   25C
Hair Curlers
A perfect smooth, polished c-rlor, orth 25c,
our price.  50
Shirt Waist Boxes
Covered and lined with a good quality of figured
denim, handles on end, special..- 75C
•
10C
-- -THE DAYLIGHT STORE--
In one of the Kentucky congrete, It. The Missouri Democrats aerry•
)(meander into their possession 75 peratonal districts it takes 44,000 votes
to elect a Republican congressman. ',tent of the congressmen with less
wttie in another district a Democrat than half of the total vote of the
pulls through with 021.000 voter. stete•-efk. Loeb; GlOtte-Dellioerat.
This gerrymander resembles that in
Missouri. but there is Republican die , He (learning to waltil)eels it very
e ttlet in this stitte that had too large a herd to reverse? Sbe-Oh, no; just
e----Writielalien by S0,400 before a 50,000 take your foot or of mine and put It











Al V. Mills Stock Co.
Presents in Repertoire
MR, liklPH McDONALD
Late leading man with James
('Niel and past four years
director of the 4-Paw's Stock
Co. in Cincinnati, 0.
ALL, STAR CAST
Rest reperloire company on tha road.
ON LANDS
HICKsetiKskimuA N AND l'IRLIS1.1.: AS.
INteltEASED.
Thirty °meter* Helmet By State
Hosed of !equalization Thts
Frankfort. Ky.., April 2.-The
state board of equalisation has seemed
finally on the following counties and
raised the assessments as indicated.
Washington, 5 per cent, on lands
and 5 per cent on towp rots; Robert-
son. 5 per cent on 'lands. and 5 per
cent on lots; Carlisle, 5 per cent on
lands; Hickman, 10 per cent on
lands; Henderson 2 per, cent on
lands; Simpson, 15 per vent on lands:
Todd. 10 per cent on lands: Hart, 10
per rent On lands: Shelby. 3 per cent
on lands; Breeken. 10 per cent on
lands: Lewis, 5 per cent on lands,
Mason, 5 per cent on lands.
Jefferson, Campbell and several
aniatler counttes were passed on
finally and their regular assessment
allowed to stand.
st.•••,:plii.•p•pee.1





Florence  7.0 1.0
Johnsonville ...16 9 2.6
IMutsYfil,....15.8 2.5
Mt. Carniel  14.3 tee
-Nashville 1", " 0.2
Pittsburg  12.0 1.0
St. Louis  14.5 0.1
Mt. Vernon-   31.5 tee
Padreeth  313 11.7
Burnsides  22.0 3.7
Carthage  11.3 1.0
vies. pa-het tomorrow morning
me Royal was In from Go:coni1.1 Pri,ree court and hele to the grandelcents a pound. and it is felt wben the
15 for this morning with a fair trip of lee.' jury There wee an abuneance othuttekeeper has to payceuts 
sensors and freight, mid returre d irr • ki(Iviire that Keeling WAN the In1R13,ele pork chops now.
ot_ 'clock this afternoon w th a h.e Oleo il the sleet. whey ehasedEggs are selling for 15 cents
dozen, but In a few days the price 
trip. hi the patrolmen Keeing had a
will go up. and the Ileeitle of Eames Th. 
Russell Lond got away thts pistol in his perk.... and whenequee
morning for White river after a few tinned by the patrolmen he leaned e•ergs should be bought now. As re -
ti r the Ayer & Lord "1••• :tin.
ABOUT RAILROADS
SUPT. W. J. HILLS T.elilid4 TIME
TO TELL STUDENTS.
Deere -siting Address (Mt IMportailli
Iliabl4 of Industrial elystetu Be-
fore High School.
This morning Mr. W. J. Hilts, su-
perintendent of the Nashville, Clettta-
heoga & Se Louts eitilrosid, spoke to
the studeute of the High school at the
opening exerchsep on the advantages
end ,disadvantages of railroad work.
%I-r. Hills did not choose any particu-
lar feature of the railroad, but took
tbe leading questions of every depart-
ment. Tomorrow morning John G
Miller, Sr., will give a short address
te the' iitudents on the adyisibility of
etiolying law.
.tithleeket.
Tomorrow night.. the . basket hall
girls will have full sway at the Eagles'
gynteateum and two chemise:instep
games will be played. The Blues will
play The Yellow team, and the Reds
and Whites eel try for victory. One
of the largest crowds is expected Fri-
day eveafng as the games will be in-
teresting.
"The Iteem-Beetens."
"The Boom-Boons:* the Hier school
play, veil be given Monday night at
the High school auditorium. The
furniture for the stage was recelyed
today and several dress rehearsals
will be 'seed before the performance.
Nee Himory Feature.
This merning the history clam! of
Miss Kate eVhite had-a new feature
In the recitation work. The room
was darkened and NI:ties thrown de-
picting Me various marches of gen-
erals doling the Civil war. Instead of
the teacher explaining the battles and
marches each pupil was called on to
explain. It new feature, and the.'







patty. Labe took an empty tow down
with her.
1tie big towboat Oakland palmed
down the Ohio resterday evening wen
a toe of 40 coal boats on her way
leen Louleville to, New Orleans.
The Cliattauesega failed to get sway
steterday on amount of haviug „ an
much freight lo load on the boat. Shit
has about 20 carloads of freight alto-
nether, 14 carloads of potatoes, 3
cars of beans sod 3 cars of grocery
oupplies. She left for the upper Tea-
neesee this morning at S:3'o.
The George Cowling had two gooti
business trip, today from Metropolis
here and return.
The City of &dello is due to ;ease
St. Louis at'S Ockeek this evening for
the Tennessee river, and will be due
here beiday night.
The Kentucky is due tonight from
the Tennessee river and will retura
Saturday night at 6 o'cloce.
The Lula le. Warren arrived from
the mines it Caseyville this aeternoon
with a 'tow of coal for the West Kee-
lucky Coal company.
The Reaper arrived from the ettes-
sissippi elver last retest with a tow of
empty bargee, and got away today
for Caseyville after a tow of coal for
the West Keetueley Coal company.
The Georgia Lee will leave Mete-
phis tomorrow afternoon for elOCIO-
nnt!. arriving here Monday afternoon.
The .Peters Lee is now on the
Mound °Sty ways, will leave Cairo at
I' teriesek Ssioday morning fur Cin-
cinnati, arriving there Sunday noon.
The I. X. Hoek arrived this morn-
irg for the Cumberland river with R
UAW &lee," and went to Joppa with
her tow.
410111eisil lewerasite.
The Ohio at F)%antiville. not not. ii
change tonight, teen•rhie for lei-real
days, teaming the flood stage Friday
At Mt. Vernon all continue far:rt..;
rise for 12 to 24 hours, then nee. At Pa-
ean ducah. will continue billing for 2
rise 
de
Yei. Al Cairo. will begin falling
tirl• afternesora (Sr tonight.fall
rise The--"Tt.nnersee. from Flori•e.e. to
the mouth, will centime, falling forstet
2 day s.
fall
The Miseirelppl. from *clew Stfall
1.4.1ths #0 rape tHrardeay will fall
fall slowe tonight.
The Wabash, at Mt. Cantee. wRiver stage read -at 7 o'clork the. .
neenteg 3,5.2. a fall or .7 sititle xi,- r'Pr f°r 'even°
ttrday morning. Rainfall yeeeerday
W11.1, TAKE ANNU RleE •IN 4.0 Indies.
itititiateeTLe.
Perk Has Ranged Itself With Beef-
steak aniti There la Econo-
. miming in Meats.
When the economical housewife
think@ of cutting the meat hill half
OF \Arlo\ ti. IMPOETANCE.
The sleames DIA( leowle tr _gf* _
reference f tot Mir " hi Siosithrot Cairo at Oceeek this morning tesiestee. tee He ere BM Metier.with a big trip of freight and peewit-
M. neehis, Tenn . April -2•••••e-gees. She will return tonight at lit
eonferent i• for education-in the south,Tilf. Blue Spot arrived front the
Tennessee, river yesterday etenin with h to meet rn
, 22. 2:1 and 21, preemie:4es to he a meet-
hi.- 
.th a tow of Liss suit went to Jorma
S e returned from Joppn hinii night erg of national Intense and Import-
and is -preparing to leave for the Ten-;8!"
verse.: rh.er after another tow -ot ties-t- 11111one the eeettkefs are Pm:1We of
lieolorial importance and international:tonight or in the morning
ir two by substitetip,g pork for beer. rape Fhlward Waters, who has I
been at home for a few days attend- I,which has soared sky ward, ht' is mt.
'ng the bedside of his wife, left today itaken. In the large city markets the
price of pork went up
the effect has .been felt here. Pork
reeeefly. and on the Russell Lord for White River, I I
Mrs. Waters betas much improved.
ou foot costs the butcheg 5 Cents the I _....,
The mer an arrived, from the
round, and it retails from 12% to i le nnesseee yesterday afternoon with a
- ;tow of ties and went to Jive& withTh eh Ice k 11 fo
importance.
All wesek-ns ter the minferFiter will
held in OW i*)(1•UM theater. The
betetiquarters will be at the Buse
nt-e Men's (deb A railroad rate of
one fs-e Red a third for the round
tr'i, has tweet granted wItten the tor-
r.tory of the :southwestern Passenger
' '15 cents, and the ties...are on a pa...Iht r tow. She returned last night
iftny matrons who have the Idea of from J°1'93- I
••utting the moat bill a little for al 
The John 8. Hopkins was In from ; IfFII.I) To tilt %ND 41.1tV FOR
on the I Evarseille this morning with a big; 
SIHNPTING .4T POLICEMEN.
surpius for extra trimming
Easter dress have betel shocked to' 
trip of freight and returned eitti al -
Th 
kl 'The Au, Fowler will be the iseetee i Petrolmen Whittemore and Rimers
tree Dave Keeling, colored. who shot atC teat pot* Is just as popular as /Pig
tilar as Master the price mei up. be-
cause of the millions of dozens of eggs
that are wasted, owing to the proverb-
rabbit. The colored eggs are dan-
irPrOUR for food, so the doctors advise, 1
and for egos decorated with bright 7
unlors, the publie annually pays Simi-
sends of dollars. The genre has ad-
vanced a cent in the northern markets
and if the cold snap continues the in-
nease will be eeveral rents here,
..1"-
The Kind of Propo-
sals You'll Not Reject
This is not a matrimonial agency.
Ours are Leap Year Proposals pf another
sort-not the love and kisses kind-but
practical proposals of savings in brand new
spring merchandise.
And we not only propose savings to you,
but we propose to undersell all our pre-
vious early season low price selling rec-
ords. Wc undersell other stores always-
day after day---month after month. Now
we propose to gain new laurels by under-
selling our own best previous low prites.
And as we arc going about it with great
enthusiasm and determination, pricet are
reduced to an unusually low point. These
Leap Year Proposals tell the story.
You'll Consider One of theseJackets
Your Affinity
You can search anti reeettreit-ent you'll find no •
prettier jackets- nor a greatei diversity of snappy
appealing styles-nor jackets that fit so well or
become so dressy and trim an effect. You'll con-
sider one of them your affinity. Now turn to the
\ prices-they are -marvelous."
e0 Jackets for --
$e 50 .1 ackete for
tlo Jackets for
Slit 50J:tarts for____.






Part 111 r i
••••'. •
Pictorial Reliew Patterru for May
,
•
Mee Verna St John...I
iellet Mangle (Style'...... .
!Mies Rah, Canada ... , .
t ees Ants Clams .. • . '
[Mee Artnetropg _ . ... e.--.-. ens
'Miss Sarah Miller son
!be added oppoete their Names on !Mlle Bonnie Prince .. ....... 100,Saturdays and Wednesdays of each ; Miss Melte Sullivan  leis
wc* k. !Mil.  Marie Brooks .......   !MI
i ...
As no nomination has been made ;
try quarters could be bought for 3 5ta 
lelarth 21, was tried this morning In
The Paapatimity
The. sot.lis rein he
the Ta: lor- Trot wood Magazine' In
The flatly Sun Is 1e...teeming more In-
teresting each day. The number of
votes retvived hi each candidate will
from the rural routes we hate cog-
:laded to get all four of the scholar-
,' 0•
adding one more echolarship. which
will mak• throe to he given to the
three getting the highest number of
votea. As a consolation prise we WO:
let all ethicist In the coolest have •
closure at getting the fourth scholar-
-hlp.
The Vote stands as follows:





Wwwt• Her Hismetesold Gouda.
Atinie itiehop. ea* of the negre
refugees from Blensingbani. Marshall
t.r .it:sty. had Police Captain Frank
Alarlaneteleehone to that piaci. yes-
I
I. 
. and esquire If else would be
imelested should sbe return for het
:household wends. - The person who
!talked to thteceptaln mid be would
have the pi-5We autboritim eommuni
1 . ate a 'h the Paducah pollee toetiy
THEATRICAL NOTES
Keedgelky Neel Week.
At the Kentucky theater all nest
week, one of the best known relict -1
toire companies from the "sate rn
states will be seen here nest wees.
Al V. Mills company presenting Me.
Ralph SeeDonaill and a strong east et
eastern actors will produce •ons;. 0?
time best plays that have been seen
epon the stage. The opening play on
kends*. night. 'The lest of His
Race.•' Is a Russian four act eon
dame, and the companyewill coalmine
l itre play in Russian style. ter. Me,-
Donald will be seen In the :eliding_
Hee and the public of Paducahwil
have a chance to me one of the best
,•avs produced by the strongest cast
4
ever seen in Padeetilieby any repel-
' tette company. Ladles will be admit-
: ted free Monday night wth one paid
I reserve seat ticket. Prices: It 20'
and an cent& Matillrie• W4000d#1)
l and Saturday.
r -
"I always was lucky." Bald Semi-
tering Sins.
"I don't see." replied Ruffled Retie
"how you can say dat. Here you, are
all run down, sick wit de. agile, and
not knowite where near next meal's
(itemise from "
"Dot's vent. I tell snit It.. just
plain good luck What if I was
healthy. sad had a big appente^" -
either() Raeord-tterald.
Four Scholarships in Paducah Central College Free
The Taylor Trotwood Magazine will give absolutely free to the four most plpular young fru n
or women receiving the highest number of votes in this contest, a scholarship in the PaducA
Central Business College, after contest closes May 9, 1908.
RULES OF VOTING:
To be nominated in this contest, fill out or have your friend fill Coupon No. I, and forward or
bring to the Daily Sun Office. adatessed to "Manager of Magazine Contest." After candidate
is nominated and expresses a desire to remain in the contest, they will be provided with cou-
pon and receipt books with instructions as to how to get subscription. the object of this
contest is to increase the circulation of this well-known magazine ii1 this territory.
COUPQN NO. 2-When accompanied with One
Dollar for one year's subscription to Taylor-Trotwood
Magazine will entitle the cardidate named in Coupon
to 200 votes. When accompanied with Two Dollars
fo; three year's subscription to the Magazine will en-
title the candidate named to 500 votes.
COUPON NO. 1-Entitles a nominee in the con-
test to 100 votes. When the norninatkin is made after
, nomination is made coupon is only good for one vote,
. Coupon No. 1







This (ioop?* Geed be. NO- Voles.
Coupons for Subscription must' be, voted at Nast
twicea week, to 5e counted.
Single Coupons must be voted at least once a week.
. Votes being held back will n It be counted.
When a sutficient number of active candidates have
been nvininated, the inactive ones will be dropped and
the nomination c'osed.
Address all letters or communications to "Manager
Magazine Contest," Daily Sun Office.
, Coupon No.2
Luger, Taylor-Trotwood Nowise Cosiest
DAILY SUN OFFICE
PAD UCAH. KY.
Find Herewith: - •
1)ollars _ Year SubscrIrtion
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